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2Hot Letters Cause Feud To Flame In Democratic Ex-Committee

•

Unrest in the Shelby County being made to bar a Negroffiegro community, has doneDernocratic National
Coriven- mittee, I protest this action. As Commission. When I ask, may I am convinced
that my appre- past few months your leaderDemocratic Executive Com- from being appointed to theirnuch to destroy unity and
,tion. It is my understanding a Negro Democrat, I also pro- the Negro expect returns from ciation is
more keenly felt than ship has had an opportunity to
mittee burst into flames this Shelby County Election Com- damage the Negro image in.that these
delegates are sup- test this action.
his
vote
basis
same
on
as
the
some
of
our
Negro
members of demonstrate its true desire to
week when two members of the mission."
Memphis political affairs.
posed to be selected at a meet- Lest you forget, 35,000 Ne- the white voter?
our Democratic Committee serve the Negro community by
committee Jesse H. Turner and In reply, Atty. Irwin sent a Below are the texts of
both ing in Nashville, April 2. It was groes voted for the Kennedy
Signed — Jesse H. Turner who are more concerned with giving representation to a group
James E. Irwin, chairman letter to Turner, dated March letters:
also my understanding that, at Johnson ticket in 1960, during Irwin's reply to Turner:
their personal political posi- of leaders. Some of these have
hurled accusations of ''power 23, in which he stated 'that First is the letter,
sent by a special meeting of the Shelby election campaigns, most of our Dear Mr. Turner,
tion than they are in the wel- been alienated because of the
grabbing
in a heated ex- some of the Negro members of Turner to Atty. Irwin:
County Democratic Executive elected officials seek out the Thank you for your letter of fare of the Negro
Community selfish grasp for power of cerchange of letters, concerning the Committee -are more con- Dear Mr. Irwin:
Committee called to recom- tiniest Negro groups for votes March 17. A copy of the call and the
Democratic Party- tain individuals. I personally
naming delegates to the Na- cerned . with their personal As a member of the Shelby
mend delegates to the National and shower them with promises and rules oi the Sidi.: Demo- "Sim"
tpving practiced by feel that you will be in much
tional Convention.
political position than they are County Democratic Executive Committee, no final action WBS of their fairness. After
the cratic Convention has been certain Negro leaders to attempt better position to criticize
In a letter addressed to Atty. in the welfare of the Negro Committee, I vigorously pro-'taken.
To my knowledge, no election, however. the Negro is sent to you, which provides to corral personal
influence as when you have demonstrated
Irwin, dated March 17, Turner community and the Democrat- test the trend
toward dictator- 'other meeting has been called ignored at almost every turn that the delegates. will be opposed
to the overall welfare that you are doing everything
stated that he "vigorously pro- ic party." He added "Selfism." ship within the Committee
toconsider this issue. Yet, to- He is given only one out of chosen in Committee caucus on of the Negro community,
has that you can to encourage full
tested the trend toward dicta- being practiced by certain Ne- According to the local press, day, we
learn that these dele- eight delegates. Deals are re- April 2. 1964.
done much to destroy unity participation of all groups withtorship within the Executive gro leaders to attempt to corral you (and I do not know who gates
apparently have been portedly being made to bar a! Insofar as the Negro vote is and damage the Negro
image in in the Negro community in our
Committee." He went on to personal influence as opposed else) have selected eight dele- selected
by someone.
Negro from being appointed to concerned, I certainly appre- Memphis political affairs.
party affairs.
state that "deals are reportedly to the overall welfare of the gates from this country to the As a
Signed
member of the Corn- the Shelby County Election;ciate the effort and votes cast. On several occasions over
the
James E. Irwin, Chairman
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1000 came from the Mississippi
!State Sovereignty Commission, an agency of the State
of Mississippi supported by the
taxpayers of that State, white
and Negro alike."
In addition, the Mississippi
Commission pays the $25,000
WASHINGTON — A nation- March 17, Senator Hubert H. annual salary of the commitwide Mississippi-inspired ad- Humphrey ID., Minn.), leader
See RATE, Page 2
U. S. MARSHAL
verttsing campaign designed of the hi-partisan coalition
U. S. Marshal Luke Moore of Washington. D. C., second
uated from Booker T. Washington. He earns here to visit to defeat the pending civil supporting the bill in the SenA 22-year-old woman, who
from right, Is seen as he visited his alma meter. Leploane
moved into a room posing as
hie father, Elmer Moore, St., who is refovering- from a rie,.its bill has been roundly ate, charged that the ad "concollege. At the left is the president of the college, Dr.
another man's wife after her
grave illness. Marshall Moore accepted several sneaking denounced on the floor of the tains dozens of distortions and
Hollis Price. Next to him Is Elmer Moore, brother of the
to the
engagements at high schools while he was here. Photo Senate and has aroused re- misrepresentations."
was shot
Shelby
marshal. At the right is Robert Ratcliffe, public relations
sentment among civil rights In his attack on the propaby Ernest Withers)
supporters throughout t h e ganda ad, the Minnesota Sendirector for the college. Moore, a former Memphian, gradTwo men were charged to death last Sunday night
argument developcountry.
..
_
_
ator was joioed by Republi- with murder involving the when an
_Addressing I he S en a t e, can Senator Thomas H. Kuchel death of a 40-year-old farm ed over the attention she was
honnimunimininittminonninmunniminnommininniminuniiiiiimiimilminit, LAnni
showing a third man.
of California and Jacob Javits hand who was struck in the
The victim was Mrs. DoroLocal
oaftoN
rew York. Previously, San- stomach with a shotgun blast
while the pair fought for pos- thy Jean Williams, who moved into the house at 341 LaYork Republican, had de- session of the weapon.
The victim was Hosa Harp- Clede St., about six weeks
inounced the hate campaign
er of 8625 Mudville Rd., who ago, posing as Mrs. Dorothy
stemming from Mississippi.
PHYLLIS WHEATLY
and the second book by an
•
The full-page ad, headlined died in John Gaston hospital Jean Blackburn.
Sixth In Series
American woman.
Robert L. Blackburn, who
"$100 BILLION BLACK- 11 hours after the incident.
. The years 1770-1831 saw the When George Washington
Charged with murder were had posed as her husband,
JACK," is sponsored by a
appointed
was
Commander-in
emergence of the first Negroes
Spring membership drive of
.
.
Mississippi-fin an c e d group Jesse Williams, Jr., 48, and also 22, is being charged with
at
of the
ontinenta
destined to win some sort of:Army
the Memphis Branch NAACP The Area Center Committee calling itself the Coordinating Daniel Reed, 45, both of her murder.
Army,
she
celebrated
the
will
.
e
in America. The chief,
According to Homicide
o
launched Tuesday of the YWCA has engaged Ju- Committee for Fundamental whom lived at 8858 Mudville
literary figures of these years event in heroic couplets. Upon
Capt. E. C. Swann, Mrs. WilRd.
The executive secretary of were Phillis Wheatley, Jupiter receipt of the poems Washing- 4vening March 31 during a venile Court Judge Kenneth American Freedoms.
Williams told arresting offi- liams started living with
the Memphis Urban League, Hammond and Gustavus Vassa.ton wrote her a letter, Febni-.social Meeting at 'the Sarah Turner to address a meeting
Meanwhile, the NAACP has
Blackburn after her husband,
the Rev. James A. McDaniel, PHYLLIS WHEATLY, the inest•ary 28, 1776, in which he said: Brown Branch YWCA at 1044 scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Thurs- been receiving protests about cers that he was so drunk at Harry Alexander Williams,
day, March 26 at the Henry the ad from members and the time of the shooting that
said earlier this week that he gifted of the three, is by far"' Thank you for your polite.iMississippi blvd.
was sent to the county jail.
.of me . . . however un- 1 Mrs. Russell B. Sugarmon, E. Gates Manor Housing au- friends in localities in which he did not know what went PISTOL THREAT
is becoming very perturbed the most famous. Every
Jr., will serve as the hostess ditorium, 1157 N. Manassas the
1 deserving
.
ver local agencies directing tory of Negro America tellsh5
deceptive and vicious on.
3,
g
• • •
of
Last Sunday, the couple
for the affair. All members Ave.
Witnesses told Sheriff's
propaganda has been publishady people to his office foz her talent and accomplish-:would have published the
was visited by Ronald Wiland
those
who
Deputies
wish
to
help
that
one
of
Forums
the
men
on
juvenile
delin;poem, had I not been appre- .n
ed. Countermeasures are being
lief. He also said he was ment.
liams, the victim's brother-in, 'hensive that, while Id only 1 this year's campaign are quency has been conducted devised by t h e Association. had a knife and the other had law, her mother, Mrs. Dorothy
disturbed over the fact that
At the age ofmean
seven, in 1761,
invited.
the
gun,
and
that
it
monthly.
dischargdi-i
Speakers
have
come
to
t
Commenting on the sources
give
world thit
s
a woman, who had been
Phillis Wheatley was i napAppointed
to serve as from the board of education, of the committee's funds, Sen- ed while the two fought over Moore of 271 Adolphus St.,
inew instance .o
of your genius.
reefed to his office, hadsp
t.
and a brother, Willie Lester
in a slave ship; •
ped and brought en
chairman of this drive for 10,- schools, juvenile court, police ator Humphrey said:
mught
have
incurred
the
im"Official it.
time in jail because she did to Boston, where she was lucky
Moore. During the time Black. „ —
000 memberships is Rufus E. department, churches, depart- reports
tati
n
1
fix'
f
v
van
sn
oti
t
y.
o
subunder
the
Federal
lobnot have any place to sleep. enough to be purchased by
burn and Mrs. Williams began
„l Jones, who is associated with ment of public welfare and bying laws
General
d
disclose
that
durRev. McDaniel went on to John Wheatley, a prosperous!
arguing over the attention
sWau
sheinn Yton ainsdi he' staff and his father, S. L. Jones, in a the Youth Guidance Commis- ing the /agts six months of Easter break at Owen
say, "I am sick and tired of[tailor, who trained her s
Col- she had been showing Ronald
grocery store on Sewanee sion.
.
a
entertained
.
a
kvas
by
them.
1963
the
coordinating
commitlege will start after the last Williams, her brother-in-law.
the public agencies and in- , personal servant for his wife.!
Mrs. Gracie A. Lewis is the tee received $131,201.39 in
The antislavery societies pubclass Thursday, March 27.
dividuals sending these un- ,as, a result, Phillis quickly ,
See NAACP, Page 2
Blackburn threatened her
'am director.
1' h d and sold TheMemoir
contributions,
of
which
$120,Classes will resume March 31. with a pistol, Capt. Swann
fortunate people to the Urban learned the English language!
land Poems of Phillis WheatLeague—even to my home." and began acquiring the fund.'
said, and Mrs. Williams ran to
ley which they used to illu- .
He was provoked into mak- amentals of a classical educa-l
the door and called.her mothstrate the intellectual capaci- fle
ing the statement after a 35- tion.
er and brother, who returned
ties of the Negro.
While still a child, she beyear-old woman, who had just
and appeared to have settled
During her stay in London,
been released from the County gan writing remarkable verse. Phillis
the disturbance.
was internationally aepenal farm, was sent to his of- In an age in which few women claimed, but
As Blackburn turned to
on her return to
or
men
—
read books, Phil- Boston,
fice to seek lodging and food. —
leave, he was grabbed by Mrs.
her fortunes began to
Wheatley
lis
wrote
her first decline.
Williams. He turned around
The woman, who identified
Following the death of ,
with the .22 calibre, doubleherself as Miss Pauline Trent- one when she was 20 years her patroness, Susannah
old.
It
was
published
in
Enbarreled derringer and shot
ham, without an address, said
Wheatley, she married John
her twice as they fell on the
she had served time in the land where she had been taken Peters, a handsome colored
by
her
master's
son
because
bed of Ernest Bynoe, another
Shelby County Penal Farm
grocer. The couple drifted
her failing health. Her book,
roomer, who was just returntwice in succession because of
from place to place carrying
Poems on Various Subiocts, Reing home. The victim was hit
she was caught sleeping in the
their first, then their second
ligious and Moral, was the first
in the left chest.
waiting room at John Gaston
Negro
volumn
by
a
See
woman
NEGRO,
Page
2
SLAYER DISARMED
aspital.
Capt. Swann said that
WShe said the first time of
Blackburn then pointed the
her arrest in February she
pistol at Mrs. Moore, but was
was fined $26 for loitering.
disarmed by her son. As they
She was sentenced to 12 days
wrestled over the weapon, it
after being unable to pay the
fired and struck the ceiling,
fine. Immediately after being
After Willie Moore gained
released she was caught the
possession of the pistol, BlackKnoxville, Seventy-four Massachusetts
next night sleeping in the hosInstitute
of
burn tried to plunge through
pital's waiting room again— artists, headed by Knoxville, Technology whose daughter,
a kitchen window, but was
arrested and fined $51. The George Braque, Alexander Juliet, one of the exhibiting
stopped by the outside winsecond time she spent 23 days Calder, Joan Miro, Ben Shan, artists, was convicted as a redow guards.
at the Penal farm and was re- Saul Steinberg, have joined in sult of the pre-dawn raid.
As he ran out the front door,
an art exhibition and benefit
leased. March 18.
The trial of the integrated
the victim's brother struck
She said she had lived at auction to appeal convictions campers was
him on the shoulder with a
marked by the
515 Hernando St. before mov- of members of the integrated constant
flower pot. Blackburn went to
presence of the head
ing to Washington Bottom summer camp sponsored by the of t he
a nearby sundry store and
Tennessee Ku Klux
Highlander Research and EdJan. 15.
Klan, Raymond
called police and remained
Anderson,
Miss Trentham said she was ucation Center near Mary- whose
there until he was arrested.
headquarters are in
willing to work but was un- ville, Tenn.
Maryville.
NOTIFY OWNERS
able to find a job. She com- The auction of painting,
Mrs: Mary Houct, who lives
This case has attracted inplained of suffering "dizzy sculptures, drawings, and
at the house, with her daughprints donated by these artist' ternational attention and has
Ils."
ter and son-in-law, Elder and
ie said she moved to Mem- will be exhibited and sold at been featured in The Irish
JUST IN CASE - A PARACHUTE
Mrs. Aaron D. Brewer, said
is from Pine Bluff, Ark. the Boston Architectural Cen- Times and is being investigatshe and they were at the
Helping McCann L. Reid, renter, adjust a parachute before
at left is Col. Arthur T. Ousley, commander of the 915th
about eight years ago. Before ter, 320 Newbury at. Boston, ed by international human
First Assembly of the First
rights organizations in Eng- boarding the "flying boxcar" in the rear for a half-hour
Troop Carrier squadron, who was at the controls during
that she had lived here about Mass. March 23-25.
Born church, where he is pasThe exhibition was arranged land. Holland, and
West flight in the area is Capt. Daniel Ward, a pilot with the
the flight. The parachute was not needed, but it helped with
See JAILED, Page t
by Professor Cyorgy Kepes of Germany.
reserve. unit at the Memphis Metropolitan airport.'
,landing
the mnale. (USAF Foto)
See HELD, Page 2
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Judge Turner To
Speak Thursday
At Oates manorr

Easter Breaks At Owen

74 Artists To Hold Auction For
Benefit Of Convicted Campers

t

1
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Owen College Founders'Day To
Be Observed At Metropolitan

Coed Gets
Hearing On
Bias Charge

Actor's Break' Is
Cinderella Story'

(Continued From Page 1)

tee's secretary, John C. Satterfield, attorney for former 111
Mississippi Governor Ross
Barnett.
Baptist University and former
The Tenth Anniversary celeIn Jiickson, Miss Erle JohnEdExecutive Secretary of the
bration of Founders Day of
ston, director of the Sovthe
observMiss.
of
—
Commission
BILOXI,
(UPI) —
BURBANK, Calif — You're an ordinary person in guy would make a helluva his- ereignty Commission, reported,
ucation
Owen College will be
Sou$hern Baptist Convention. A federal court hearing was an ordinary job, without a day's acting'experience in tory teacher"
ed, Wed. March 25, (today) at
March 18, that a total of $250,Metropolitan
the
8 p.m. at
Atty. B. l- Hooks, Chairman scheduled on a request by a your life — when one of Hollywood's biggest producers Impulsively, Neuman called 000 has been raised by the
Baptist Church. This event i
of the Board of Trustees will white college student that walks up to you and says, "You'd be great in a new Howard over to his table. The state agency to finance its prosponsored by the Tennessc,
segregation propaganda prospeak of the prospect of the
state officials be prey en t- television series I'm starting. Could you come by MGM next day Howard was at MGM,
Baptist Missionary and Ed College and Dean-Registrar T.
tomorrow and go to work?"
reading lines. And the day fol- gram. In addition to the ads,
ucational Convention, the ti ushe
from
prosecuting
e
d
r
on
Mr. Johnston announced that
I. Willard will talk about the
How's that for a Hollywood when E. Jack Neuman, pro- lowing, he was on the "Mr.
tees, faculty and alumni of
a charge of perjury.
College in retrospect.
ducer of "Sam I3enedict," Novak" set with series stars the Commission has circulated
plot?
Owen College.
Dover
Alumni President,
Jagger and James a million anti-civil rights letLois Chaffee, a student at
by with his series' Dean
fanciful, nonsensical. dropped
Dr. R. Orrin Cornett, Acting
It's
rawford, Jr. will present
star.
Edmond O'Brien, How. Franciscus, fighting the battle ters in non-southern states.
near
Tougaloo
JackCollege
absurd
and
—
Owen,
assistant Commissioner and
corny,
in
the ard's
' friend. A
plaques to Dr. S. A.
new series he against ignorance at celluloid Senator Javits raised the
Director of the Division of
former Chairman of the son, claimed in a suit filed in case of Vince Howard — true. was producing called "Mr. No- Jefferson High School.
question as to the possibility
Watkins,
Higher Education and Welfare,
Board, and Dr. Levi
Jackson Tuesday that she was
Vince, the young Negro who vak" was on Neuman's mind , Howard gambled his job at of a legal suit by a Mississipwill be the speaker for this
Owen
Colof
former president
being unjustly punished be- is gaining continuing promin- — and when he saw Vince on, RCA Lai the hope that he pi taxpayer to restrain t h e
historic occasion.
lege.
cause of her efforts in behalf ence as history teacher Peter stage, he turned to O'Brien could make it as an actor. And state from using public funds
with
Choir,
College
The
Butler on NBC-TV's "Mr. No- and — Hollywood historians.it's a gamble that so far has for such purposes. Further, he
He is a native of Oklahoma
Mrs. Mildred D. Green direct- of Negroes.
vak" series, was working as swear — spoke the immortal paid off handsomely for the pointed out, Mississippi reand received his early trainDistrict
music.
render
U.
S.
Judge
quality control engineer for words: "Don't you think that!tail, young man and his family. ceives far more money from
ing,
will
Sidney
a
ing there as well as the B. S.
The public is invited to at- Mize scheduled the hearing Radio Corporation of America
degree from Oklahoma Baptist
the Federal government than
tend and there is no admission and ordered the defendants, last summer when a night job
University and the M. S. deit pays into the Federal treaswhich include Gov. Paul B. he had taken to help meet
charge.
gree from the University of
ury.
Johnson and former Gov. Ross expenses for his growing jam.
Oklahoma.
Senator Kuchel called the ad
Barnett, to show cause why ily offered him his unbelievaThe Ph.D. degree in physics
"reprehensible," "disgraceful,"
CORNETT
Your Negro History restraining order should not ble break.
and applied mathematics from
and "not truthful."
Hsmnshire abolished be granted.
Dr. Cornett is the former
the University of Texas cornBut the story of Vince HowIn his address, Senator
Miss Chafee is under grand ard's date with a Hollywood
vice-president of Oklahcma
plete his academic record.
Humphrey refuted the ad's
,jury indictment for perjury in destiny goes back further than
false allegations, item by
connection
with a Hinds that.
item. The advertisement, he
County court trial involving , Born in St. Louis, Missouri,
concluded, "is nothing less
racial demonstrations in Jack Vince graduated from Vashon
than muckraking at its worst.
son last summer. She claimed High School with no plans for
It is the cheapest kind of ad'n the suit that she was charg- a show business career. Thin
vertising. It convinces no one;
ed with perjury only because in 1953, he was an Army truck
but it insults many and is a
her testimony differed with driver stationed in Germany
reflection on the intelligence
that of a Jackson police of- when three other young men
of the American people."
ficer.
in his company invited him to
The suit also charges that join into a loosely-knit singJohnson, Barnett and the other ing group. They did it mostly
defendants had conspired to as a lark, but when an officer
the Seventh Army special
deny Negroes the right to vote from
and were attempting to pun- services happened to catch a
(Continued From Page 1)
performance of theirs. Vince
ish her because of her part
and his three buddies found,'
tor,
and a neighbor came and
in civil rights activities.
themselves on special duty entold them about the shooting.
tertaining at bases throughout
Mrs. Houct said the couple
Europe.
had one fight when they first
Coincidentally, d i ac ha rge
arrived as man and wife, but
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) dates for the quartet were the
that after Elder Brewer spoke
— Tucker Smith, 23, a dancer
to Blackburn the fights stopsame. So when they stepped
'n the show "Anyone Can
ped "and he acted just like he
Whistle," usually jumps from back into civies in New York
was born and reared here
the stage to the top of a piano a year later, they remained
with us.
'n the orchestra pit during a together, took the name "Rhy"He was a very fine young
thm Aces," and were immedilively routine.
man," Mrs. Houct said, "and
ately
signed
for
a
40-week
However, one night he misshe worked every day but
Ruff Trio — Willie Ruff, Charlie Smith
ed the piano and landed on a tour of U.S. high schools and
Sunday."
and Dwike Mitchell — are bringing their
colleges.
saxophonist, putting the muMrs. Williams' body was
fine brand of jazz to LeMoyne College's
Success remained more of a
sician in the hospital and
carried to John Gaston, where
Bruce Hall on Friday night, April 17, for
dream than a reality, however,
denting his instrument.
she was pronounced dead on
a concert to end all concerts. The talented
so in 1957, the group c',1k;iandarrival.
ed. Vince worked the year
combo has won International fame, IncludBlackburn is being charged
singing with Billy Ward's
ing the highest praise from audiences in
with murder and carrying a
"Dominoes." but with a growMoscow. Tickets are on sale at Goldsmith's
CAN YOU USE
pistoL
ing family to support, he quit,
and at LeMoyne.'
found a job in California at
MORE
RCA, and appeared settled in
his
Specially delicious
Occasionally, he would take
and specially personalized for your favora club job near home — and
(Continued From Page 1)
GROUND
FLOOR
ites! This is the finest
it was the last of these — at
quality pure milk
STERICK BUILDING
a night spot called "The Horn"
11 years after leaving her
chocolate, gaily dec.
'WHIRS /0:KS 055 YOU
in Santa Monica, that brought
native Mississippi where her
orated and personalGIT
Vince his big break.
two brothers, Solomon and
SIRVICI'
ized FREE. Large
He was singing at The Horn
Cyrus Trantham, live. How*election.
one July evening last year
ever, she has not heard from
them in about three years and
•-.4r
does not know their addresses.
Reportedly, she also has a
brother, Alexander Trantham,
in Los Angeles, Calif., whom
she has not heard from in two
years.
Rev. McDaniel said, "A Negro woman, without money,
cannot find a place to sleep in
Memphis. Limited facilities are
available to men on Beale St.,
Filled to overflowing with chocolate candies,
and they are too inadequate."
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A six to fit every budget

animals,jelly beans
even a novelty toy to
last after the goodies are all eaten. Cellophane wrapped and brightly bow-tied-you'll
want to buy.a batch at Kress' low price!

NEW
DODGES
IN STOCK to choose from

road.
According to Mrs. Maxine
Smith, executive secretary of
Roy Wilkins (left) congratu- subjected to numerous bomb- the Memphis
branch, the city
lates Mississippi NAACP State ings because of his stand for will be worked precinct by
President Dr. Aaron Henry who full civil rights In the magnolia precinct in an effort to help
has become an NAACP life state, he says that the cost of surpass last year's nationmember. Dr. Henry, whose freedom means more than be- wide record membership drive,
which brought the Associahome and business have been ing willing to go to jail.
tion's membership above the
om••••memmemom••••••••••• half million mark for the first
• time.
- MINUTE AUTOMATIC
II
• The spring membership campaign will run through the
month of April.
Outstanding workers are
generally honored during a
mass rally commemorating the
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
My 17, 1954 Decision of the
Set. Open I A.M. to 6 P.M.
U. S. Supreme Court outlawSun. Open I A.M. to 2 P.M.
ing segregation in the country's public schools.
The meeting this year will
coincide with the 10th anni•
3100 Summer at Baltic
versary of the decision.
1118 wrimimusaisanams•••••aar

CAR WASH $

Al

99
c

tlastic-strap dangle toys hang
'in baby's crib
rabbits, dolls
and ducks.
22 Big Inches
They're charmers with
long ears, soft rayon
plush body and clever
movable eyes.

MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE

DON'T NUTTIN' BEAT

▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
•

(continued From Page 1)

LVIS\tviS BACK
'Terrific for teens... Sophisticated bunny with genuine rabbit fur and rayon plush.

v.

He's a pal, a pillow, a plump TV
bunny seat with a
soft, rayon plush „ivaito„...7
body.

Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 5:30

9 NO. MAIN STREET

in two ,r°143
for The.ficst trne:

Posh-Buttnn 'Teeter, rleetrie WIroera, Threettnam
Signals, Torgionnira Bide, Alternator, Anti-Freeze.

"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 Union • • Open ivenings
IR 5-8143
0

Ii

child with them.
Phillis was finally reduced
to earning her keep as a
drudge in a cheap boarding
house. Her two children died
and she was estranged from
her hu-sband before her third
child was born. Although she
was considered a progidy in
her time, a successful and
sophisticated imitator, she died
penniless in December, 1784 at
the age of 25 within a few
hours of her third child.
Her reputation was kept
alive by antislavery writers
and publicists of succeeding
decades, who well knew the
symbolic value of an unmixed
Negro slave girl from Africa
who had displayed such liter- Ai
ary talent, and who had been 411
,
officially received by no less
a personage than General
George Washington.
Today sveral organization in
American bears her name.
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ACS Volunteers Trio To Explore Frontiers Of
Attend Fashion Jazz In Concert Here April 17
Show At Hotel
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ONE OF THE WELL KNOWN Too many women wore hats
local politicians who asks that that were too wide or
his name be withheld so secret too tall, or both. This is inconthat he is toying with the idea siderate of others in the auof withdrawing from politics dience. Just because the title
if the various factions don't of the stage production put on
work-out a peaceful way for by the Lincoln University
consolidation' before the pres- Stagecrafters was "The Ugly
American," You Americans atidential election.
tending didn't have to act
• THREE BEALE STREETERS
"ugly."
are in hospitals. Bill Harvey, LOT OF
POLITICIANS and
once known as a good sax- would-be
-politicians are, tryphone player in the R & S ing to understand
why the
ward at John Gaston hospital. Nashville
Tennessean newsSo is Tommy Hopper, who ran paper devoted 15
inches of
aithe candy commission in the
in its March 15th edition
wold Palace theatre. Robert space
to George Grider. The title
Henry, owner and operator of of the story
is "Heart Attack
a Beale Street poolroom, is Turns
Engeries of Grider."
in Crump.
The story went on to say
"THE UGLY AMERICAN," that "a heart attack forces
presented at LeMoyne college Grider to start his life over."
last Saturday night brough out We are wondering if the story
"ugly conduct" of some of the in the Tennesseans indicates
audience. Some of them enter- the position that the newsed late and walked noisily to paper is going to take if Glider
seats in the middle of scenes. becomes a candidate for Consome left in a similar manner. gress
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GOING TO
Miss Jeanne 1.atting, second from left,
daughter of Atty. and Mrs. A. A. Latting or
1310 Quinn ave., a junior at Douglass colleer.. the women's division of Rutgers university at New Brunswick. N. .1., has been
selected to participate in the sixth annual
"Crossroads Africa" study-work camp protect. Here she and two other students listen
—
•

It, Bev. Bradford S. Abernethy, Rutgers
chaplain and chairman of the school's
screening committee for the project, explain an African carving. Othet Rutgers
students who %ill spend the summer in
Africa are Joe M. Smith. Massillon. 0..
and Miss Orol tubas, Holyoke, Mass.

,
At
. Mem his Educators
•
Annual TEC Meeting

JACKSON, Miss. — A mas- have the full support of the .
sive voter registration cam- national organization. The naNASHVILLE — "Focus on
designed to penetrate tional office will make a start'very county in Mississippi ing contribution of $1.000 with'Responsibility — Our Chalwas announced here on March additional contributions to de- lenge" was the theme of the
15 following an all-day confer- pend upon those made by Annual Convention of the
ence on NAACP branches and other organizations affiliated Tennessee Education Congress
representatives of other or- with COFO."
ganizations affiliated in the Other participating organi- held last Thursday and Friday
on the campus of Tennessee
Council of Federated Organiza- zations in the campaign
are;
tions.
the Southern Christian Lead-I A&I State university.
Dr. Aaron Henry. president ership Conference, Congress of On Thursday, supervisors
of the Mississippi State NA- Racial Equality and the Stu- from over the state held a
ACP and chairman of COFO, dent Nonviolent Coordinating one-day session with Mrs.
Carrie M. Denney of Nashannounced the program and Committee.
reported an initirl contribution
According to Dr. Henry, the ville, the president, in charge.
Thomas E. Poag, dean of
of $1,000 from the NAACP na- NAACP will be
responsible for Dr,
tional office to get the project voter registration drives in the School of Arts and Sciunderway. Some 350 delegates Cleveland, Clarksdale, Green- ences at TSU, was the princifrom 61 counties attended the wood, Greenville, Canton, Co- pal speaker.
meeting.
Supervisors of schools, who
lumbus, Holly Springs, VicksIn a telegram to Dr. Henry, burg, Jackson, Meridian, Mc- served as members of a panel,
NAACP Executive Secretary Comb, Laurel, Biloxi, Gulfport, were Mrs. Algee Outlaw,
Roy Wilkins hailed the cam- Pascagoula and Hattiesburg. Haywood county; Miss Jessie
Brooks, Madison county; Miss
paign as one of "significance MORE CITIES, TOWNS
in demonstrating that Negroes The Association will also Jim Ella Cotton and Mrs.
are determined to gain the participate with other orgah- Ophelia Flowers, Memphis;
right to vote despite the most zations in Batesville, Corinth, Mrs. Catherine Roberts, Montgomery county; R. T. Butler,
difficult obstacles.
Indianola, Belzoni, Yazoo City,
akOTHERS HELPING
Tupelo, Carthage, Brookhaven, Rutherford county, and Edw "I need not assure you," the Columbia, Picayune and other
telegram contipued, "that you towns throughout the state.
Douglass Grad Leads
A special summer projec,.
involving some 2,000 student, Freshmen At Hampton
from colleges and universities
in all sections of the country, HAMPTON, Va. — James
will participate in the voter re- Kincaiile, 20, son of Mr. and
gistration drive and will con- Mrs. Calvin Kincaide of 1474
duct Freedom schools and } Orr st., Memphis, has been
community centers to train elected president of the freshpeople in political action and man class of Hampton Institute.
Election of officers for the for jobs and better health.
CWA Telephone Floral club
was held and installation services performed when the organization met recently at the
Lelia Walker clubhouse with
Mrs. Maggie Hussey and Mrs.
Ladye Stokely as hostesses.
The officers are Jesse Jones,
president; Alay Williams, 'vice
president; Mrs. Cleo Lee, secretary; Mrs. Christine Hawkins, assistant secretary; Mrs.
- Lula P. Vann, treasurer; Mrs.
osia Newborn, chaplain. and
Mrs. Maggie Hussey, assistant
chaplain.
Committee chairmen are
Mrs. Emma Shaw, flowers;
Mrs. Lea D. Merriweather,
And orange and lime and
grape and lemon and mint,
less fortunate, and Mrs. Latoo ... each added to the
dye Stokely, social.
world's finest vodka. Just
Four new members were
pour over ice, add a miter
accepted into the club. They
d you wish, and enioy.
were John Taylor, Mrs. WilDARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA
lie Martin, Miss Bettie Jones
70 00001".PRiPARED AMD POTIIF VI
and Mrs. /goiter Felton.
CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO. CLERMONT. AY
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Mitchell-Huff Trio, a combo to Handel.
that explores both old and How can a jazz combo be
new frontiers o.t. Jazz, will so independent?
render a concert in Bruce Hall
Well, Willis and Dwike own
on the LeMoyne campus, Fri"The Playback" in New HavVolunteer workers for the
day night, April 17. in a fitting
Memphis and Shelby County elimax to the college's annual en, a rare nightclub offering
their trio when they are around
unit of the American Cancer spring Festival.
and a Yale faculty string querSociety were present for a starting time
for the concert let and other groups on occaCoffee-Fashion spectacular in 1,8.30.
sum.
the Peabody hotel recently.
Tickets to the concert are on
Dr. Paul Hayes, chairman of
They were Mrs. Bertha L. sale at Goldsmith's Central the
college's committee on culMyers, 493 Carpenter; Mrs. Ticket Office and at LeMoyne's tural activities, said LeMoyne's
Lee Collie Hill, 284 W. neld business office.
Spring Festival, April 13-17,
diella Holmes. Pianist Dwike Mitchell, will be highlighted by a play
Mrs.
Av
Ave.;• M
French
horn and bassist Wil- given by the Student Drama
4962 William Arnold Rd.; Mrs.
he Huff and drummer Charlie Group, an art exhibit, a modByrdie S. Michell, 4933 Wilsmith have reached every :ern dance program, book reliam Arnold Rd
' and Mrs. artists's goal. They create and views and showing of special
Christine D. Hill, 399 S. Orpeforin to suit 1 heir ow en 'film.
leans.
•
musical appetites.
Mrs. Myers and Mrs. Hill
TO CLASSICS
,
are volunteer drivers for the SWING
,
rhe result ranges f r om!
Society and have received
engraved plaques for seven swmgingest jazz to classical
unds all the way from Baryear's service.
it to Bach, from Hindemith
Mrs. Christine Hill works _
with cancer research, is president of the Porter Junior High , Know Your Negro History
School PTA and a secretary at
There were 1,816 slaves in
Collins Chapel hospital.
the Middle states in 1860.
- --

-The Miracle Worker," WI
presented at the opening ses.
! sion on Thursday night with
\ Miss Bettye Van Buren as di- .
\rt(e)try
:
l.,.fr•
John H. Furbay, direr- ,
Air World Education for
Airlines, New
ward H. Kimes, Maury coon- J Trans-Wiwld
York City, spoke at the getsty.
. lug.'cr 1 session on Friday mornM. D. Nelley of Nashville
TEC president T. B. Ken- .
served as moderator.
,nedy of Riverside High school,
A three-act play, Gibson's ,Chattanooga, presided.

Prospering Nite Club business, factory district on
main highway in urban area. No restrictions. Unblemished record. Owner most sell because of failing health. Five room and bath apartment adiacent
to club room. Owners quarters. Photos and complete
details $3.00 refundable to purchaser. Immediate
ottection to all replies.

RAY BUTLER SR. REALTY
305 Iowa Ave.
Lorain, Ohio 44052
Phone ATlantic 8-3137
or
Chester M. Dobson, Salesman
Derry 4-5467
1712 Lexington Ave.
Lorain, Ohio 44052

Four Members
Join CWA's
Floral Club

Who puts
true cherry flavor
in vodka?

ler

DARK EYES

that's who!

Know Your Negro History
There were no slaves in New
England after 1850.
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• Steaks
• Chicken
• Private Dining Room
• Seafoods
• Sandwiches
• Famous Bar-B-Gue

—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Ther• ft a reo•on why p•opl•
with us. You,
busing"
to
do
Ilk,
too, will Ilk• our court•aus Et•Ott
went and de•Ir• to h•lp you.
•'Op•n Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays, 9:00 to 1:00

Carefully picked from the world's finest 100',
Wool Worsteds — these fabrics must be fingered
to be appreciated. Many of these garments are
CUT from the SAME BOLT as suits selling for
twice the price and more. Ask your Baxter
Manager to tell you how this unusual value
is achieved.
MAKER-TO-WEARER
'-,SAVINGS priced at

call to the right person at the right time can save guesswork,
perhaps a costly mistake. Your telephone is a good business

DIXIE FINANCE: CO.

Owned • Mann. Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
W. Ilk• to soy yes to your

Hotta

partner. Dependable. Efficient. Always ready when you
need it. Nothing else gives so much service and

loon t•qu•st"

Examined and Suparsind by
th• Stat• D•partment of
Insuranc• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
181 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-1511

When you need a quick answer...reach for the phone. A

pleasure at so little cost.
• 2212 LAMAR
• 544 N. WATKINS
• 1911 S. THIRD

ALL STORES
6PEN EVERY NI fE
'TIL EASTER

Senate Nears Test In

Easter Service To Be
Held On Campus Here

Debate On Rights Bill
WASHINGTON — (UPI) - Senate Dertiocratk
leader Mike Mansfield said he looks with reasonable
expectation for a vote by Wednesday on taking up the
civil rights bill for full-fledged Senate debate.
The Montana Democrat told newsmen he was
"very hopeful" that Southern
Democrats would permit a first speaker as the Southern
showdown as was indicated talkathon resumed against a
motion to take up the bill.
last week by their leader, Sen.
Robertson, in hi
second
Richard B. Russell, D-Ga. Rusissue,
reviewed
the
speech
on
should
vote
the
then
sell said
the fair employment section of
come in "several days."
Meanwhile, Sen. A. Willis the House-passed measure and
Robertson, D-W. Va., was the voiced his opposition to it
_

Easter sunrise services will presidents
will participate.
be held on the LeMoyne Col- IMiss Santa L. Patton, junior
lege campus Sunday at 7:30
class president, will give the
a.m, in front of Brownlee Hall.
Speaker for the annual oc- call to worship; Miss Mary
casion will be the Rev. James Mayhue, senior class presiL. Netters, pastor of Mt. Ver- dent, the prayer; Clarence
non Baptist Church and a 1983 Mitchell, sophomore class presgraduate of LeMoyne.
ident, the invocation, and
Coffee and doughnuts will
be served in the College Com- Roderick Diggs, Jr.; freshman
mons at the end of the wor- president, the scripture.
ship service.
The Rev. John C. Mickle is
In case of inclement wea- general
chairman, and Mrs.
ther, services will be held inWilhelmien Lockard is in
side Brownlee Hall.
charge of arrangements and
STUDENT PARTICIPATION
settings.
The college's four class

Luke Moore Visits
Spearman Family
Three Tennessee leaders of the United
U. S. Marshal Luke Moore of
Church of Christ last week called upon
Washington, Di C., and his
brother, Elmer Moore of MemSenator Herbert S. Walters as part of a
phis, visited the home of Mr.
24-state delegatition of the denomination
and Mrs. Theo Spearman of 172
to express the "conscience of the churches"
Silverage last week.
In support of the civil rights bill now being
The Moores are brothers of
debated in the Senate. From left are Rev.
Mrs. Spearman, who carried
Charles Mickle, pastor of Second (Congrethem to the Florida Elemengational) church, Memphis; Rev. Clyde C.
tary school for a visit. She is the
Flannery, pastor of Brookmede United
school's PTA president.
church, Na‘hviur; Senator 1Valters, and
A native of Memphis, the
U. S Marshal came home to
visit his sick father.
Elmer Moore is with a local
Tennessee
firm.

Rev. Arnold Slater, pastor of Pilgrim
United church, Chattanooga. The United
Church group of more than 100 delegates
was described as "the first wave" of ministers and lay leaders of America's
churches to roll on Washington to demand
passage of civil rights legislation "without
crippling amendments." The movement to
interview the senators was sponsored by
the United Church council for Christian
Social Action.

Former Local
Dean To Speak
Easter Cantata Beautiful Coeds At Metropolitan
To Be Presented To Participate
At St. John
In UNCF Benefit

Rev. Fred C. Lofton, former
dean of men and students at
Owen college, as well as an
Members of the Mississippi
instructor of philosophy and
Blvd. Christian church are this
religion, has been engaged to
week observing an Easter
speak at Metropolitan Baptist
Week of Prayer which will be
The Memorial Choir of St.
church, Sunday, March 29 at
climaxed on Easter Sunday
John Baptist Church, 640
3 p.m.
NASHVILLE — The annual
morning during the regular
Vance Ave. with guest soloLofton, presently dean of
."
service.
ists will present "The Cruci- United Negro College benefit students at Morehouse eollege
fashion
show to be presented
fixion" an Easter Cantata by
The observance is being
in Atlanta, Ga., will deliver
J. Stainer. This cantata will at Fisk University on Monday the main address for the
sponsored by the Christian
begin promptly at 4:30 P.M. night, March 30 will feature church's month of
Women's Fellowship, of which
youth acin the finale of "Stairway to
Sunday, March 29.
Mrs. Angie Mitchell is presithe Stars," eight campus tivities. ,
dent.
Guests soloists are Lucius queens and
A graduate of Morehouse
three fraternity
The Christian Men's FellowLamar, Barbara Whitley, Mrs. sweethea,rts
with their courts. college, Lofton obtained his
ship was in charge of the
Mattie P. Carter, and Frank This galaxy of beauties
will bachelor of divinity there beMonday night service and the
Lockhart, Jr.
form a stairway on stage in fore earning his masters deCWF in charge on Tuesday
The organist will be Mrs. the University Chapel
I
where gree in education at the Uni.
night. The Christian Youth 6
Rosetta Peterson. Rev. A. Mc- the show is to be presented, versity of Southern California.
"
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Three They were Rev. John C. he will vote to send it to the iEwen Williams is pastor of
Fellowship will lead out in 0
the in gala coronation gowns and Chairman of the program is
Tennesseans took part in the Mickle, Memphis, pastor of Judiciary committee for study.l church.
Wednesday's meeting and the
'formal evening attire.
Miss Cynthia Winfrey,
Crowned queen of the an- United Church of Christ Wit- Second Congregational church ---------------women will direct Thursday
ness
in
Washington
Spring"
last
week
"Sprinkles
of
nual
and Friday nights.
and personnel director of Le
The public is invited to the Tea and Fashion Show was ito urge Senate passage of the Moyne college; Rev. Arnold
Miss Zida Jackson. She was !Civil rights billservices.
Slater, Chattanooga, pastor of
Pilgrim Church and member
Elder Blair T. Hunt is pas- presented a scholarship award.
The three runners-up were
of the denomination's national
tor of the church.
Misses Judo Martin, Roby
"Committee for Racial Justice
Martin and Jerlean Jackson.
Now," and the Rev. Clyde C
They were also presented
Flannery, Nashville, pastor of
ans Made To Give
scholarship awards.
Brookmeade United church.
Chairman of the affair, Mrs.
The churchmen reported that
Lillian Newman, said "it was
Senator Herbert S. Walters(D
a grand success and well atMorristown) did not commit
The Morehouse College male himself to support the bill but
The Annie E. Pickett Circle tended."
Narrator at the show was chorus of Atlanta, Ga., will be told them he believes in fair
of Coleman Chapel CME
church made plans to carry Mrs. Callie L. Stevens. She presented in concert at Met- t play for everyone.
fruit to tie ill and shut-in was assisted by Mrs. Hattie ropolitan Baptist Church, 767 QUESTIONS PART
persons, during a regular Jackson. Also appearing on Walker Ave., April 17, an- Senator Albert Gore (D.
monthly meeting at the home ,the program was Mrs. Mary nounces the Rebecca Club, Carthage) assured them there
of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Martin. Decorations were un- sponsor.
is a good possibility for a
der supervision of Mrs. Cleora
O'Neal, Sr., of Arglye St.
Wendell Whalum, native of strong civil rights bill. He met
Neale.
Devotional leader was Mrs.
Memphis, who had been on with the churchmen for a
Ida McLin. The lesson was
leave as director of the chor- lengthy discussion in a receptaught by Mrs. Mary Sherrod.
us, has returned after receiv- .tion room near the Senate
Also a special prayer was ofing his doctorate degree in , floor.
fered for the recovery of Rev.
music.
Senator Gore told them he
P. A. Hamilton, pastor of the
has some questions about rechurch.
taliatory provisions of the
The annual After Easter
Refreshments were served
present bill such as the withimmediately after the business Fashion show will he presentdrawing of Federal aid to
session. Hostesses were Mes- ed on Monday night, March 30,
school lunch programs. He
dames Lucile Stone, Amadora at the Mt. Olive CME Cawould prefer to send the bill to
Adams, Ethel Williamson, Lu- thedral between 6 and 8 p.m.,
an ad hoc committee to clarify
cile Johnson and Teresea Wat- and the public is invited.
some of the bill's language, but
son. Mrs. Prisculla Burke is The affair is being sponsorMembers of the Christian
ed by members of the Ever
president.
Service club met recently in
Ready club of which Mrs.
the home of Mrs. Vashti BraxMinnie Lee Allen is president.
Usher Board, Deaconess.
ton of 693 Sexton St., and
Needs A New Name More
Mother of Church,
made plans for their annual
Nunes, Missionary,
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI) Know Your Negro History program to be presented in
Prayer Band
April.
NYlon, Dacron, Cotton,
— Victor L. Puttkammer
r• •
A result of the Atlanta race
Poplin, Sises 5 to 52
Presents were given to
wants his Santa Claus suit and riot of 1906 was the formation
Long,
Short
and
?At
Sleeves
members who had recent
sausage stuffer back.
of the Atlanta Civic League,
SALIM FOR USHERS
He filed suit against his made up of whites, which birthday anniversaries.
AND ORGANIZATIONS
former wife, charging she kept worked with the Colored Co- Club officers are Mrs. BetLow•st Prices Available
the items after their divorce operative League in improv- tie Dotson, president: Mrs
WRITE FOR ME CATALOG 7:17
three years ago.
ing Negro living conditions. Ernestine Roberts, secretary:
,Mrs. Lillie Mae Nelson, ser- SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 NN.E.
AS Whitehall It.. S.W.
geant-at-arms, and Mrs. Wil- Washington
2, D.C.
Atlanta 3, Georgia
lie Ada Clark, club reporter.

Pastors rge Senate
Crowned Queen Of To Vote For Civil RiFhts Bill
'prinkles Of Spring'
Morehouse Chorus
To Be Presented In
Concert Here Apr. 17

Pl
Fruit To Shut-Ins

Tirn

Fashion Show Slated
For Easter Monday

Christian Service
Club Plans For
Annual Program

COMPLETE
YOUR LOVELY
WEDGEWOOD & CO. LTD.
PINK HOPE DINNERWARE
COMPLETE
PIECES AVAILABLE
AT BIG STAR MOM!

UNIFORMS

41M
4111111
1,1111t1
.

each the you buy 2 half-gaflons of

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

3 r-

CART NOME SAVINGS!

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

OPEN HOUSE
185 Horse Shoe Cove
5117 Sonetta

FRI.•SAT.-SUN.
10:A.M. 'Til Dark

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

LAKEVIEW
'GARDEN These are Spacious Quality-Built
Homes. 3 & 4 Bedroom Model
Features Living Room, Dining
Room -Kitchen and Den.
•
F.H.A. OR G.I.
FIND OUT HOW - - - FIND OUT NOW
SALESMEN ON GROUND

398-7956

•

TAILORS

BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave.

LI

Memphis,nn
Teessee
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creates What You Think Of"

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY.

Redeem Your Valuable
Dinnerware & Quality
Stamps Coupons
Now! at Big Star
Coupon series #5
good thru
Sat. March 28th
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BHS Goes From 'Shoe-String-Start' PollPress On Negro
To Progressively Crowning Factory
View
Of
Voter's
LBJ
••

Dr. C.M. Roulhac--Last
Of Old Family-Doctors
Retires After 54 Years

NEW YORK Will the •"Which party do you believe
Negro voter accept Lyndon would be most co•opera
Tne vast majority of this
Johnson as a good Demoicat
dye with the emergent Airsrity's population was unborn
before thinking of him as a
during the days when horses
can nations?"
Southerner?"
and buggies was the popular
Editors and publishers poll-1
This and 20 other queelee
mode of travel for a physicomprise a questionnaire Mir- ed.in this the latest political
rently in circulation among the opinion survey by VIP have
There is a physician here
editors and publishers of the been requested to complete
who knows all about hitching
and return their questionnait,
U. S. Negro Press.
a
hist horse to a buggy and
an
The political poll is being by April 10. Following
rushing off to deliver a baby
conducted by the New York- analysis, the findings will he
late at night or in the pre-dawn
based VITAL INFORMATION released to the national nev,,
hours of the morning. He
PRESS, a news-s yndica tit media later that same Month
which services the Negro Ivy another of its political Inane Elizabeth Porter, daugh- knows about the beat of cold
polls conducted three years ter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. rain on his face while heading
Press nationally.
The survey is designed to ago' by Vital Information Porter, and a nlne-year-eld to a home to cool the heat of
determine reaction on issues Press, 40 Negro publishers and student at E. A. Harrold schwa, a fever or give relief from
which could help influence the top editors were asked wheth- composed an Easter message to severe pains.
Negro vote in the choice of a er they thought a Negro would her parents telling them how
The physician is Dr. Chrispresidential candidate and po- be appointed to the .Cabinet. much she appreciates their care topher Maxwell Roulhac who
And if they did who would be
litical party in November.
for her and other members of labored in the medical field
The poll, by the wide range their choice.
LEOWAAD I. SMALL. SR.
the family, which won her a here in Memphis 54 years beof its questions, gives partici- The VIP poll correctly prefore retiring as of March 1.
of compliments. She Is
number
In the best American busi- All three taught at the same The three men, at a cross- pants an opportunity to ex- dicted that no such 'appointDr. Roulhac, who graduated
granddaughter
bright-eyed
the
ness "shoe-string-start" tradi- time at Bodden School of
roads in their careers, decided press their opinions on mat- ment would be made.
from Howard University
tion, three enterprising Mem- Tailoring here. They taught
lets of national and internaDR. C. M. ROULHAC
Nineteen of the 40 palled of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Exam. School of Medicine
in Washphians have launched one of veterans designing and other to merge their training. exper- tional significance.
in the 33-State mail-poll said, _
ington, D.C. in 1910, did not Mercy hospital, defunct. Yet
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man of 1278 Foster Street in ing his high school days at
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tion Bootstrap program.
cal studies and completed
Airman Coleman, an air three and one-half years be- South Central regional meet- Memphians expected to atpoliceman at this Tactical Air fore entering the Air Force ing of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, tend tk..presenting Alpha Eta
Inc., is scheduled to be held Zeta and Pi Alpha chapters
Command base, completed re- in March, 1962.
quirements for a BS degree in Coleman is married to the here March 27-28 at Mt. Helm are: Mrs. Annie M. Naylor,
musical education at Arkan- former Miss Blanche Marie Baptist church on East Church basileus, and Miss Utoka
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chapters in the states of Ala- director of Amicae Affairs,
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and Tennessee.
laway, antipokritis. ,Others
Mrs. Julia S. Polk, regional are Mesdames Mae D. HousLIVE JAZZ
director, of Jackson, Miss., ton, Zana R. Ward and Mabel
will preside over sessions E. Hudson.
fleshy Nit 2:11 till 7:11 P.M
which will include a symposium, public program, forum
visit the
and clinic centered around the
"Women and Youth
Elegant & Intimate theme,
Unite For Freedom."
Among program partici- U. S. Information Agency Dipants will be Dr. Deborah P. rector Carl T. Rowan will deWolfe, international grand ba- liver the 96th annual Comsileus, and currently serving mencement address at Howard
as education chief, Commit- university Friday, June 5,
tee on Education and Labor, during exercises to be held
U.S. House of Representa- in the upper quadrangle of
tives, and Dr. Arena C. Mal- the campus. '
lory, manpower development During the exercises Howspecialist automation a n d ard University President
II A N 011,11
training, U.S. Department of James N. Nabrit, Jr., will conLabor. Mississippi Vocational fer degrees upon some 900
college choir will render mu- seniors in the 10 school, and
sic on the public program Fri- colleges.
day night.
The annual Commencement
Sonora of Alpha Delta Zeta Week program will begin on
with Eva Woodard as Region- Sunday, May 31, with bacal Marshal, plan several cour- seniors in the 10 schools and
*---t Westover's softly
tesies including the Zeta- to be held in the upper quaSigma formal and a closed drangle of the campus.
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For Showing Wisdom
When Mayor William B. Ingram,Jr., appointed young Shepperson A. Wilbun an assistant
city attorney, many people were
pleased that the mayor started
a new era by appointing the first
Negro to that position in the
known history of the city. Also
we feel that his selection of Wil-'
bun, who has practiced law in
Memphis since 1955 was a sound
choice.
Atty. Wilbun was first brought
to the keen attention of the public when he made an unsuccessful bid for the State Legislature
in 1958. However he polled an
impressive vote.
Appointed to a similar position
at the time of Atty. Wilbun's
appointment was young Clifford
D. Pierce, Jr., whose public
career here has been very sim-

ilar to that of -Atty. Wilbun's.
Young Pierce practiced law with
the Pierce, Rice, Taliaferro, Holt
and Steward law firm here, before his successful campaign for
the State Legislature in 1962.
Another interesting factor about
Atty. Pierce is that he is a membe>r of the same law firm as
former State Senator Lewis Taliaferro whose name is frequently
mentioned as a likely candidate
this year for the U. S. Congress.
This newspaper endorsed the
candidacy of both Atty. Wilbun
and Atty. Pierce for the State
House. Again, we heartily endorse the appointment of Wilbun
and Pierce as assistant City Attorneys.
We congratulate Mayor Ingram for showing wisdom in his
selection.
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Civil Rights
The battle for civil rights has
entered its first phase. So far no
one is endowed with sufficient
power of prevision to foretell
how long the legislative vaudeville may last.
Some observers on the scene
have given a civil war atmosphere to the battle lines that
have been drawn between the
Southern die-hard segregationists and the liberal forces pushing for enactment-of the bill. The
comparison is odious.
The Civil War was an American tragedy of monumental proportion in which human values
were weighed on the battle field
with honor, dignity and honesty.
What we are witnessing today
in Washington is a farce, a misuse of the Congressional halls
as a forum for men who deliber-

ately disregard the march of
history, and who will thus go to
any lengths to rob the Negro of
his full measure. of citizenship.
'There is no certainty that the
so-called liberals will not fold
up their tent and surrender to
the opposition at the height of
the battle. They have done it
repeatedly in the past. And there
is no warrant for feeling that
they may not do it again.
The Southern Senators and
quite a few of their Northern
disciples are moving heaven and
earth to have Title 2 excised
from the Civil Rights bill. This
is the section which deals with
public accommodation. And
which Senator Dirksen said was
a "bone in his throat."

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
HE FOUGHT ON AND ON
In the March 21 issue of this
column I promised to express a
bird's-eye-view of Negro reaction to radical politicians who
have defied the American Constitution by refusing to accord
Negroes unobstructed participation of full citizenship in this
country. This is the first in the
series of three.
From the dreary days of 1600
— when Negroes were herded
into over-crowded ships and
brought from their native Africa,
shackled in chains — they have
not reacted favorably to the inhumane treatment meted out by
men who themselves came to
this country in protest of shackles.
The Negro's defenseless state
narrowed his extreme adverse
reaction in seeking escape from
his bondage by running away,
and committing suicide. His less
obvious form of reaction was "refusal to work" when the opportunity presented itself. The least
discernible protest was encroached in Ms songs — the Negro
spirituals, which are not really
utterances in worshipping God
— but a cry from a soul which
has known immeasurable cruelty. A good example is the words
from the Spiritual "N obody
Knows The Trouble I've Seen—
Nobody Knows But Jesus."
THIS INJUSTICE
Thus was the plight of the
American Negro from 1619 until
immediately before 1864. During
this 255-year period he was
forced to adjust to poor housing,
an inadequate diet, practically a
total absence of medical care and
insufficient clothing. His indominable spirit would not let him
accept his lot—although overtly,
he appeared well adjusted —
he plotted escape from this injustice.
The Civil War — although not
precipitated in his behalf — added impetus to his struggle and
desire for freedom from tyranny:
Paradoxical Negroes were forced
to fight on both sides of the war
— on the Union side as well as
the Confederate side.
The Emancipation Proclamation, issued by President Abraham Lincoln, became the first
legal instrument designed primarily for the American Negro.

At best, it announced that absolute slavery in this country had
come to an end.
The era—Reconstruction Days
— which emerged immediately
after the Civil War excellerated
the lynching of Negroes—particularly in Southern States. From
1859 until 1953, more than 5,000
Negroes were lynched, according
to record. History will never reflect the total number of Negroes
whose lives were snuffed out by
cruel hands of angry mobs.
NEXT 100 YEARS
It was during Reconstruction
Days that the greatest number of
"Negro Leaders" emerged to
openly crusade for "full civil
rights." Earlier, most of the
leaders who openly opposed
slavery were caught and put to
death if they were not fortunate
enough to escape to a foreign
country.
It was also during Reconstruction Days that many Southerners
learned to really hate Negroes—
unlike days of slavery when
love for the Negro was not any
greater but by the same token,
hate for him was not nearly as
intense. Before the Civil War,
Negroes were treated as so much
chattel.
But after the war the slave
was given the right to leave his
slave-master at will. He sought
and held public office. He sought
education in greater numbers.
and degree.
The Union government used
the Negro as an instrument to
reduce the Confederate government and its people to a state of
utter humiliation and ,poverty.
Thus, the Un ion government
used the Negro to leave a scar
upon the minds of Southern
whites, w hich has not been
erased in 100 years.
After Reconstruction Days,
Negroes discovered that the Union army had only broken the
chains from their hands. And
to amend for the action of the
Union army, during the Civil
War, the U.S. Federal government permitted Southern states
to circumvent the constitutional
rights of Negro citizens during
the next 100 years.
Undaunted; the Negro continues to react unfavorable to his
disenfranchisement. He fought
on.
(Second series in next issue).
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Ervin's Sense Of Humor
Democratic Sen. Sam Davin is
not only the best story teller in
the Senate, but he is also an authority on the Constitution of
the United States.
The Senator, a member of the
Senate Committee holding hearings on the Civil Rights Bill sub:.
mitted by the President, has
been questioning Atty. Gen.
Robert F. Ken ned y, and the
North Carolina hometown papers
proclaim: "Ervin instructs Attorney General on the Constitution," "Senator E r vin Gives
Robert Kennedy a Lesson in
Law," "Senator Ervin Having a
Ball with Bobby," etc., etc.
On certain features of the proposed legislation, particularly
obnoxious to the Senator Ervin,
the Attorney General usually
asks: "Senator, if we changed
that part of the bill would you
vote for it?" to which Ervin replies. with neither ado nor humor,"No, I love my country too
much to vote for this bill."
After the third go-round, "No,
I love my country too much .. ."
it seemed pertinent for the Attorney General to ask: "Senator,
do you imply that I do not love
my country as much as you love
your country?" but the question
never came. The Attorney General is polite. Someone has to
be the Southern gentleman.
The main reason Senator Ervin is considered an authority on
the Constitution of the United
States is that he does not use
the word "Nigra" as often as
Senator Strom Thurmond, nor
does he say with Senator Eastland: "Our Nigras back home are
very happy."
Senator Ervin sticks to the
Constitution.
The Senator says that the
Founding Fathers did not anticipate the use of the commerce
clause for such a purpose as insuring open accommodations in
hotels,' restaurants, and stores.

Of course they did not. Neither did they anticipate the discovery of the Mesabi Range
which made us into an industrial
nation. But the miracle of the
Constitution is that the Founding Fathers visualized a central
government to deal with national
problems and they provided the
commerce clause as one of the
means of handling such national
problems.
And we have indeed used the
commerce clause many times to
solve national problems of a traditional commercial nature such
as transporting a woman for immoral purposes, or using narcotic
drugs or taking a stolen automobile across a state line, or
robbing a national bank.
The United States is justified
in using the commerce clause to
the fullest extent to solve the
problem of racial injustice.
To oppose the Administration's
proposal, as does Senator Ervin.
on the grounds that the need to
eliminate racial injustice is not
great enough to justify interference with a man's use of his
own property, is a smoke screen.
It is an attempt to create the illusion that Southern Senators
are going down fighting to the
last for a status quo, which committees of citizens back home
are handling with increasing
wisdom.
There is no humor in Senator
Ervin's narrow arguments on the
technicalities, ignoring as he
does, the moralities, and the innate decencies involved in the
problem of racial injustice.
There is no humor in a campaign which would deny the use
of every legal instrument to protect American citizens against
insult and abuse in traversing
our highways and engaging in
interstate commerce.
To do this is to poke fun at
the Constitution itself.

Know
The
Negro

FIGHT FOR POWER
Ever since the death of Hon.
-E. H. Crump, one of the last of
the country's powerful and colorful municipal political "bosses,"
there has been an intensiing
struggle of out-right fighting and
in-fighting. The in-fighting is
now getting to be pretty revealing and _rather dirty.
It could be the old stories of
the "outs crucifying the ins" ...
or that thing of "when thieves
fall out" ... or the old puglistic
strategy of "get a guy on the
ropes and give him the works"
. . . "chickens coming to roost"
. . . the bitter-sweet taste of
getting even!' . . . or the old
cliche of "truth being crushed
to earth will certainly rise again''
. or just plain retributive justice.
MUCKRAKING
Whatever it is, the hassle may
not be good for school children.
Hitherto respected and highly
placed citizens, Negro and white
are being shown up as more or
less odoriferous varieties of
skunk. And shabby dealings under the table covering periods
of unsuspected length are being
brotight to light.
Whether or not what's 'going
on is good for the community
lends itself to some comment.
The action is not new. Muckraking and de-bunking are long
and well-established practices in
the United States throughout its
history. Revelations of malpractice and corruption via the insights and investigations of writers and others earned the name
of "muckraking" back in the
days of President Theodore
Roosevelt. "De-bunking" . . . the
act of establishing that some
former highly respected local or
national hero really had only
clay feet still covered with mud
. . . reached impressive heights
during the days of men like H.
L. Mencken and many others.
Proving that Cain was a "heel"
was easy.
Usually after some prying
writer made a pretty good cause
against a formerly respected individual, official, corporation or
other organization, other vindic-

tive or self-righteous or even,
sincere individuals or groups
would raise a hue and cry for
somebody's scalp. "Throw the
scroundrels out of power and
into jail" is a long and still current wire cry of guys playing
politics who manage to get some
evidence against the fellows
holding the reins. That's one of
the ways of politics . . the socalled "game"... that can prove
so fatal to positions, reputati.
and even life itself.
SOME DIRTY WORK
It would be rather cynical to
ask, "What did you expect?"
concerning the revelations now
coming to light in Memphis political life. But it doesn't seem
amiss also to ask,"Who is doing
this ,for whom and what?"
In other words, how shall the
community evaluate the motives,
words and actions of those who
are pressing the current investigations, bringing the current
charges, and presenting evidence
that there has been "some dirty
work at the crossroads?"
If the present activities, revealing regrettable "mistakes,"
underhand dealings, and favor•itism, stem from a sincere desire
of dedicated individuals to clft.
up deplorable pools of corrlrton in local official and political circles, one doesn't have any
argument against them.
If, on the other hand,, the activities of the investigating individuals are merely maneuvers
of the "outs" or former "outs"
to get revenge on the former
"ins" . . . to distract public
scrutiny until they, themselves
are entrenched in power, then
the community of Memphis and
environs is not being helped too
much after all.
Perhaps the best summation
of the whole matter is, that it
would be good for those currently busy un-earthing evidence
of beams in the othen guys' eyes,
to establish the purity, honesty,
and sincerity of their own motives. Otherwise the public won't
know whom to trust. Already a
lot of folk are saying "It'set
another one of those twe
dee versus tweedle-dum things."
Now, whatchubet!
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The Johnson Image
WASHINGTON — President
Lyndon Johnson has now laid
down the essential program on
which he hopes to ride into the
White House for another four
years. Put simply it is to stress
a period of economy in government spending, encouraging conditions for a continuing expansion of the economy, and keeping the foreign situation as quiet
as possible.
Whether Johnson can pull it
off is another matter. Impartial
observers in Washington feel
that he has everything going for
hint — his tax bill was passed
recently and Russia's preoccupation witk her former ally, Red
China, will keep her from stirring up too much trouble in this
presidential campaign.
_
However, it Is still man y
months to election and events
have a way of rushing up on
politicians with surprise — and
sometimes shock.
A Russo-Chinese rapprochement, for example, could inject
a new and perilous factor in
foreign affairs. A reversal of the

U. S. cause in Viet Nam, a distinct possibility, would do the
same, forcing the Johnson administration to decide whether
to make a major military investment there or withdraw.
Domestically, the economy has
been moving in one direction—
upward—for almost three years,
which is a long time in the history of business cycles. If there
should be a surprise shift downward, it would hurt politically
at a time when Johnson could
ill afford it.
One factor that cannot be calculated at this time is the ultimate effect that the Bobby Baker
scandal will have on Johnson's
campaign. Baker, a Johnson protege and former secretary of the
Senate majority, is being shown
almost daily as a grasping individual who capitalized on ay
influence in the Senate.
Johnson has been tied closely
.to Baker on two matters, the
gift of a hi-fi set and the sale
of insurance policies to him. The
Baker probe could hurt the Johnson image immeasurably.

as the top man in the record
books.
I believe that championship
is a medal of the heart — a
crown of character — a robe
which only fits those who know
how to wear it.
Floyd Patterson is still my
champion because he is a better
man than I am physically and
morally and spiritually. And because he is, he makes me a betadmit* him, he makes me aspire
to be more like .those quality
ter man because by making me

because he has dignity and guts
images which he gives me. I
don't know if I am saying this
well. All I know is that I mean
it.
I have a faith about Floyd. It
is not only a faith about a man.
but a faith about the moral Justice which I believe operates In
the universe. I think he is goisc
to become champion againVk
the record books. But even if he
never does, he is my champion
and a soul. which is beautiful.

•

mumiummilimmiumitmitiniimitimmiiiiiinimmtitimummoimoinimi By AL DUCKETT

Champ Is Medal Of The Heart
I am not down on Sonny Liston because he .has a habit of
getting busted by the gendarmes.
I do not despise Cassius Clay
because he has a big mouth or
because he has joined a movement which I do not dig -- the
Black Muslims.
Yet, when Liston took the
title away from Floyd Patterion, I felt like him just about
the same way that the U. S..feels
about Red China. I didn't recop

nize him.
And, although they tell ate
that Cassius is now King of the
Hill, he i3 not my champion.
I remember Floyd.
Floyd Patterson was the very
essence of the word "champion"
to me; the same way ETzard
Charles still is; the same way
Joe Louis still is.
-I don't believe that you are
really a champion simply because you have been recorded

0
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Negro JC Could Be 1st
RecognizedBySACS
•

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. —
Gibbs Junior College hopes to
be one of the first predominantly Negro junior colleges
of Florida to gain full membership in the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools.
It was announced this week
that the six-year-old institution will be up for evaluation
by the regional accreditation
agency. April 12-15.
Gordon W. Sweet, executive
secretary of the Association
informed college officials that
the Committee on Admission
to Membership recommended
that a special study be made
and the college be considered
for membership this year.
The institution began preparing for the April visit of
the Association three Years ago
with an intensive and extensive self-study program. The
evaluation resulted on the revision of the College's purpose, organization, educational program, financial resources, faculty, library, phys-

ical plant, and special activities.
Following the culmination
of the self-study program early this year, a 10-man team
from the Florida State Department of Education spent three
days on the campus reviewing the results with administrators, faculty members and
students. The State Department of Education then gave
full accreditation to Gibbs
Junior College.
Dr. John W. Rembert, President of Gibbs JC, said his institution is "on schedule" in
seeking membership in the regional agency. One of the requirements for accreditation
in April is that the institution
should have graduated five
classes. The 1963 graduating
class of Gibbs JC was its fifth
graduating class.
Gibbs also measures up to
the Association standards in
budget, modern facilities, and
its instructional progra m,
the training of its faculty and
staff.

ARKANSAS

GEORGIA

•

Ga. Lass Scores Two
'Firsts' In Contest
ATLANTA — (UPI) — A
17-year-old high school girl,
the first Negro ever to win
the American Legion Oratorical Contest in Georgia, says
she will "try her best" to win
the national contest.
Linda Housch, a high school
senior and the daughter of a
minister won first place in the
state contest in Savannah.
Three other contestants were
white and they spoke before
an all-white panel of judges.
Miss Housch spoke on "The
Privileges and Responsibilities
of an American Citizen."
In her speech she said that
"for every privilege an American holds, there is a reciprocal
responsibility."
It was the first time in recent years that the state contest has been integrated. In

KNOXVILLE COLLEGE ADDITION
This three-story brick Student Union Building, costing
$535,000, is now under construction at Knoxville College.
The building is centrally located for the eonvience of
campus and city students and will house a dining hall,

post office, bookstore, administrative offices, Student Council offices, meeting rooms and a bowling alley. The student union is expected to b ready by Fall, 1964.

past years, there were two
contests. one for whites, one
for Negroes. The state level
was as far as the Negro contests went.
A major privilege and responsibility of every American
is "to obtain the opitmum education and to make the best
possible use of our freedom,"
Miss Housch said in her talk.
She will represent the Georgia American Legion at the
national regionals April • in
Columbia, S. C.. where she
will compete against state
winners from Florida. Alabama and South Carolina.
Winner of the national regionals will go on to national sectionals, and then the national finals.
Miss Housch received $150
for winning the state contest.

Far Too Few Negro Engineer
Graduates, Oil Executive Says
TUSKEGEE Institute, Ala.— ration, a 30-fold increase is
Science students at Tuskegee needed, and he said that his
Institute in Alabama, were told company is concerned with the
lack of qualified Negroes for
last week that "a long history placement on the company's
of discrimination and exclusion staff.
have left the Negro today with
The speaker said that the oil
newly-won freedom, but a lack industry is a highly competiof preparation to exploit and tive one that his company surenjoy them."
vives on the basis of the high
Robert J. Hengstebeck, quality of its products and of
chemical engineer research as- the employees who develop
sociate for American Oil Com- them.
pany, said that as an example He said that "since we enof this "lack of preparation in counter so very few young
educational background, we Negro scientists to supplement
find that among engineers only our staff, we ask ourselves
one-third of one percent are whether we have properly
Negroes—one out of 300. He 'sold' capable young Negroes
said that by the population in- on careers in science and techdex, the ratio should be about nology and whether we have
adequately impressed them
one out of ten.
Mr. Henstebeck told the stu• with the petroleum industry
dents that to attain the proper as a career."
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TO BE PRESENTED AT A BALL
AMONG THIS SEASON'S DEBUTANTES
Miss Linda Hargraves
Miss Darolyn Deaner
Miss Lana Valierie Walls

Miss Forestine Frazier
Miss Eva Deiois Brittenum

Among This Season's Debutantes

ltilnineg
Airlines

(Left-right) Miss Pamela Caldwell
Miss Sandra Nelson

Miss Elizabeth Saunders( center i
Miss Mary Dortch
Miss Brenda Ann Sawyer

meeting

Friday.
T
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t,
,
PTAs anBnn

Ga.'s Russell
Softening On
Rights Stand?

Miss Lane Valerie Walls is McCorley.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
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is Gerald Terrell.
escort is Van Lucas.
IVY 1, in the Music hall of the escort
manager of the bill in the
Miss Carolyn Deoner, daugh- Arnold, Jr.
Ci4y auditorium.
Senate (Today, NBC).
Miss Pamela Caldwell is the
Taft ButPresentation of debutantes ter of Mr. and Mrs.
To Be
"Of course. I'm not closing
at Douglass daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al Easter Concert
student
a
is
ler,
fralocal
the
by
initiated
*its
door to any offer to comthe
Father
featuring
at
student
Train
A
Caldwell.
Gospel
The
ternity chapter as a social 'high school. She is interested
at any time," Ruspromise
she
Stirrers
school,
high
Sour
Bertrand
Caravans,
elementary
a
The
project to encourage high mo- in becoming
said.
is
sell
She
The
teacher.
Cleveland,
a
be
Lawto
plans
James
is
escort
and
rals and creditable academic ' teacher. Her
went on to
escorted by Fred Jordan III.
Mighty Clouds of Joy and The But the Senator
and social achievements among rence Walton.
"You can't possibly
that
presay
be
will
Quintette
daughter
Swanee
Dortch,
young women in the Memphis Miss Eva Delois Brittenum, Miss Mary
a mammoth pro- sugar coat this bill to make it
'daughter of Mrs. Bertha Bell, of Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Dortch, sented during
area.
on Easter look attractive."
given
be
to
phya
gram
become
to
Among this seasons debu-;attends Hamilton high school. is preparing
she Sunday Night, March 29, at "There hasn't been any such
tantes are: Miss Linda Har-:She aspires to become a sical therapist. Presently,
high Mason Temple. The public is far-reaching bill as this subgraves, daughter of Mr. and model. She is being escorted is a student at Hamilton
mitted to the Congress of the
Larry
invited.
is
escort
Her
school.
Mrs. Allen Hargraves, is a by William Lambert III.
United States in many decades," Russell added.
Humphrey said he considered the bill now before the
Senate a compromise when
compared with the original
bill presented by the Administration last June.
He said the supporters of
the bill were "reasonable men,
and there may well be an opportunity to work out a very
satisfactory solution."
Russell said he could not
support Humphrey's position
that the proposed legislaton
was a "moderate bill."
"As a matter of fact, this
bill is much more stringent
and far reaching than the
original bill that President
Kennedy sent to Congress
and contains provisions that
were not even in the original
bill reported out by the House
committee."
Russell said he considered
the Fair Employment Practices provision "very socialistic." He added that it was not
in the President's original
bill. Humphrey described it
as "a very moderate one and
modest."
Russell said he objected to
the federal compulsion involved and in "the so-called public accomodations clause."
"I personally think that if
PLAN CHARITY BALL
a man wanted to have a drug
floor: and left to right. Mrs. Harold Lewis, Mrs. William store and say I will only do
The J 1.; (;' S. Inc.. the organization of young social and
0. Little, president, Mrs. A. D. Miller. Miss Marie Braford, business with redheaded womphilanthropic young women who have contributed thouMrs. Horace Chandler and Mrs. John Gordon. Proceeds en with one blue eye and one
sands of dollars to needy Memphis projects, will give their
from the ball and its presentation of beautiful living ads gray eye—that under our free
10th Annual Charity Ball on Friday, April 3 at the
system he should
will benefit their project for unwed mothers sponsored enterprise
Mezannine Ballroom of The Auditorium. Seen left to right
have a right to do it." Russell
through Family Service, Inc.
are members of the organization, Mrs. Anderson Bridges,
said.
Mrs. Longine ('ooke, Mrs. James Smith — all seated on
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BEATING THE GOLDEN WILDCATS

14. and Frank Potts, 41. The Lester Lions
won the benefit game for the Jessie Mahan
Day Care Center by a lopsided score of
77 to 42. (Billy Duncan Photo)

Scoring another two points with this
basket is Charles Paulk of the Lester High
school Lions, seen surrounded by the Melrose High school Golden Wildcats, from
left, Milton Murray, 11, Edward Hoskings,

Y

CHURCH PARK COMMUNIT
•

MEMPHIS PARK

COMMIS -

• •

MAMMOTH BUYS EGGS
Boys and girls in the Church Park community will he provided eggs for the annual Easter Egg hunt through the cheek
being handed to Mrs. Dorothy Walker by
T. .1, Marzette, local manager of the Mammoth Life Insurance company office. The
search will begin for youngsters on Satur-

day. March 28, at 2 P.M., and 60 dozen
eggs will be hidden. Facing camera is
James H. Black, director of the center.
Standing with children behind sign is
Hilliard Carnes, an assistant director.
(Withers Photo)

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The government asked a U.S.
District Court in Jackson,
Miss, to block state prosecution
of two Negroes from Clarke
County, . Miss., on perjury
R. McCarthy's home town,
charges.
the justice department to look
said a "master plan" exists to
Justice Department into perjury by two Negro
The
give the federUl government
made, the request in a civil witnesses, Andrew Kendrick
control of state and local govsuit which charged that state Jr. and William Goff.
ernments.
state laws under which it was After investigation, the DeThe Southern segregationist
1
prosecution W a s unconstitu- partment concluded that there
—
. Wis.
(UPI) launched his bid for control of
APPLETON
federal
of
violation
no
tional.
was
C. the Wisconsin delegation to
The complaint claimed that law. But last Oct. 13, the at- — Alabama Gov. George
opening his Wiscon- the Democratic National Conboth the prosecution and the torney -Who represented the Wallace,
l primary cam- vention in the politically con' brought are designed to in- the registrar in the voting suit sin Presidentia
Sen. Joseph servative Fox River Valley
timidate and discourage Ne- filed affidavits charging Ken- paign in the late
that produced the controvergroes from seeking to vote in drick and Goff with perjury.
,
They were arrested and in- passed shortly after enactment sial Wisconsin communist
Clarke County.
The case sterns from a voting dicted for violating Mississip- of the 1960 federal Civil Rights fighter and has only one Negro family
suit filed by the justice de- pi state laws which forbid any- Law, are unconstitutional.
one from making false state- The state laws make it a "A master plan of change
partment in July 1961.
wrought in
1). S. District Judge Harold ments to civil rights authori- crime for anyone to make is being carefully
false statements to any repre- our national structure," WalTEACHING JUNIORS BOWLING
Cox ruled in December, 1962, ties.
Kendrick and Goff are now sentative of the federal govern- lace said in criticizing this civil
''we offer the youngsters free lessons here because this is that a county registrar had
'Teaching juniors howling are the above (Mir AJBC instrucment, specifically any repre- rights bill approved by the
We feel that discriminated against prospec- free on bond.
.
delinquency
juvenile
our
are
to
help
combat
200
way
youngsters
nearly
The
tors at Roll-A-Way Lanes.
voters. In handing
Atty. Gen. Robert F. Ken- sentative of the FBI or the House and now before the
Negro
they
sports,
tive'
wholesome
good
It
youngsters
you
teach
of
free
will
on
Saturdays
supplied shoes and given lessons
Senate.
.
down his decision, Cox asked nedy said the Mississippi laws, Civil Rights Commission
will not become delinquents."
charges. The manager of the Lanes, Charle Jarrett said

.

••

Wallace Sees
Plot To Usurp
States' Rights

•
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Hiawatha Club
To Hold Jeweled
Tea April 5th

•
by
Anna C. Cooke

In a beautiful setting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. M. J.
Owen. 897 Mississippi Blvd.,
the Hiawatha Art and Social
Club made plans for its first
Jeweled and third annual Revolving Scholarship Tea.
Jewels of various descriptions will be on display and
Jewels will be given as door.
prizes.
The tea is set for Sunday,
April 5, at 6 p.m. at the
Branch YWCA, 1044 Mississippi Blvd. At this tea the
membership will complete a
$1,000 revolving scholarship
to Owen College, and from
this event, the club will heother $1,000 revolving scholgin its second project—anarship for LeMoyne College,
Each member has a partietiler dedication to better serve
qur educational institutions in
Memphis and they state they
are grateful to all citizens who
have cooperated with them
throughout the years.
Tickets for donations can
be purchased at the business
office at LeMoyne College or
from any member of the Hiawatha Art and Social Club.
Mrs. Annie. L. Thompson is
president. The project chairman is Mrs. Flora Cochran
and Mrs. Zana Ward is scholarship chariman. Mrs. R. Q.
Venson is tea chairman and
Mrs. Winnie L. Hill, Mrs. Mildred Crawford and Mrs. Thelma Hooks are committe mem- I
bers.

HOLIDAY WISH
over, conerntraton is set
May I take this opportunity on close of school activities
to wish each of you a happy now of which I will give you
Easter. Only one holiday. Good a calendar real soon. Sporta
Friday, is in store for the pub- fans were heartbroken last
lic school system, but for the week when the Merry High
first time Lane College stu- girls came so close to winning
dents and faculty will enjoy a their third straight championweek's'spring vacation. The re- ship in the state and lost the
cent change to the semester ,last game by two points.
system accounts for the spring I However, Mrs. Mary E. Harbreak which gives a bit of zest ris and her team are to be
to finish the year out before commended for a season well
too much spring fever gets one played. The boys at Merry
These spring days are were not listed as favorites in
y nice though, huh!
the state championship play
he scene this week seems but Jackson was happy that
educationallreentered. Public they were represented in the
schools in Jackson and Madi- tournament, having placed secson counties enjoyed a holiday ond in region 4. They are
last Friday with many going to coached by William "Duck"
Nashville to attend the Ten- Greene.
Education Congress In Kansas City last week atnessee
meeting. At the general session tending the NAIA basketball
Friday, the convention speak- tournament were Athletic Dier was Dr. John H. Furboy of rector J. A. Cooke, Coach
N. Y., who is Director of Air Johnny Hathorne, and the
World Education, Trans World famed Willie Shaw, Lane colAirlines. Area departmental lege high pointer. They returnmeetings were also held on ed to Jackson with some very
ALICE JOHNSON
Friday. The meeting for the good news and Shaw returned
Tennessee supervisors w as within a week for the Olympic
held on Thursday of last week. try-outs. Shaw averaged over
40 points per game and ended
PTA BANQUET
At one of our county school, the season as top scorer in the
Pleasant Plains, the PTA small college division of the
members enjoyed a very pretty NAIA, for the second time.
banquet recently. The tables, IN AND OUT or TOWN
having been decorated by the When Mrs. Vivian Bell, Nu
apes were beautifully covered Sigma basileus of Sigma GamMiss Alice Johnson, who ,ville in 1959. In 1960 she won
.‘vhite cloths with yellow ma Rho sorority, and Mrs. was "Miss LeMoyne College" top honors in vocal music at
jonguils as the center piece.
Clara Hewitt, advisor to the for 1962, will become the wife
West Tennessee high
Vocal music selections were,campus chapter attended the of Pvt. Roy Lee Davis, Jr., the
presented by the sixth, seventh, Southeastern Regional Confer- April 12, announces her fa- school symposium at Lane coland eighth grades, led by Mrs. ence of Sigma Gamma Rho So- ther, Carl Everett Johnson of lege. She graduated as valeAnna Ilildreth, teacher at the rority, Inc., they returned to 192 Honduras Drive. She is dictorian of her class.
At LeMoyne she is a memschool. Special guest at the Jackson holding positions in also the daughter of the late
Rising Sun Chapter No. 130,
her of Delta Sigma Theta sobanquet was Youth Officer the Southeastern Region. Mrs. Mrs. Johnson.
Jessie Massey who made an Hewitt was elected Co-ordina- Pvt. Davis is the son of Mrs. rority, a member of the col- Fose Croix Consistory No. 38,
impressive talk of the criminal tor for the campus chapters in Bettie Whittmore Davis of 906 lege choir and Student Chris- a committee of Thirty-second
and Thirty-third Ancient Acactions of our youth today. He the Southeastern Region. Mrs. Speed St., and Rev. Roy Lee tian Fellowship.
said that the parents, teachers, Mrs. Bell was elected parlia- Davis, Sr., of 769 Bey St.
Pvt. Davis was graduated cepted Scottish Rite Masons,
Miss Johnson expects to re- from Manassas high school has completed arrangements
and ministers all must play a mentarian.
Visiting in the home of Mr. ceive a degree in education and attended Langston uni- for its Easter Sunrise observvital part in helping the youth
and Mrs. Thomas B. Davis on from LeMoyne college in versity in Oklahoma before ance.
to trod the right path.
Mrs. F. A. Dobbins, former First St., are Mrs. Davis' June. A graduate of Mt. Pis- entering the U.S. Army. He is The ancient ceremony and
Madison County supervisor, mother, Mrs. Alice White and gah high school, she was an stationed at Fort Polk, La. religious service will be held
commended parents for the co- Little four-year-old Barbara honor student, glee club mem- Musically inclined, he was a at New Bethel Baptist church
RED ROSES
operative spirit that existed. Jean Taylor. They are from ber, president of Student member of the band during at 907 S. Parkway east startRed roses are being presented to the foundseatedaleSta.right: Mesdames Vivian Brown
ing
at
6
a.m.
The
principal
,
Council
and
represented her his high school and college
The delicious menu consisted Detroit, Mich.
er of the VIP Brislre club, Mrs. Bernice
President Bernice ('ole, Mary H. Ezelle and
speaker will be Sublime
of turkey and dressing with all A sad occasion brought Mr. i school at Girls' State in Nash- days.
Co/e, left, by Miss; Faye Gentry, vice presiValtina Robinson. Standing, Miss Fan
Prince Freeman Cooper.
the trimmings, topped with and Mrs. Arthur Peterson and.
dent, during a dinner-dance last week.
Approximately 200 members
Gentry, Mrs. Marie Stinson, Miss Velma,
cake, pie, and iced tea, making their four children to Jacksont
Know Your ,Negro History and their guests will attend
held to celebrate the club's 12th anniJones, Mrs. Emogene Stotts and Mrs.
the financial effort of the PTA from Beloit, Wis. It was the
the annual observance. Breakversary, 'at Holiday inn-Midtown on
Maude Gillisple. (Photos by Ernes:
a success as the donation was death of Mrs. Peterson's mothIn 1850. Mississippi was the fast will later be served to
Union Ave. Members attending included.
one dollar each.
er who resided in Jackson.
Withers)
only state that reported no Consistory members and their
next
week's
Watch
paper
The officers of the PTA are
Negroes attending school,
guests.
s Mary Lou Norton, presi- for the coverage on_ the witsa
Illustrious
cc r S. W.
; Mrs. Minnie Lee Emer- ner of "Miss Bronze West TenMany Negroes were killed
son, secretary; Mrs. Gladys nessee."
in bloody draft riots in New Wright, C. in C., Sublime
Fuller, treasurer, and Prof. Joe Keep in mind the Debutante The fourth annual Roarin', York City in July, 1863, dur- Prince Cassell Hughes, M. W.Pettie, principal.
Cotillion which is scheduled 120's Dance, sponsored by the ing which Negroes were blam- P. M., along with Illustrious
senate secretary a Intcrr. ontinental Robert, executive vice prest.
SPORTS NEWS
on April 3 in the Lane College alpha Delta Chapter No. 103 ed as the cause of the Civil Peers Otis Bullett, H. W. WASHINGTON — A
Beecher, Sublime Princes Bev- subcommittee added president Promotions, Inc., the Liston dent of Inter-Continental.
With the basketball season Gymnasium.
of Alpha Phi Chi sorority has Warr
erly
Artison, Charlie Neal and
— been set for Saturday, March ;
Edward Lassman of the World promotional outfit, and of Dela28 at Curries Club Tropicana, In 1940, 10 million of the 13'Tames Oliver, the committee- Boxing Association (WBA) to
ware Advertising and Manage- Know Your Negro History
million U.S. Negroes still lived men, are going all out to
starting at 10 p.m.
scheduled
witnesses
of
list
its
make
the observance one of
ment Agency, Inc.; Liston's states had a median expendiin the South.
Featured at the charity
le
n
9r39s-c4h000tthe
chi117d s
oo
fullh,e1r50
e p
the best in the Consistory's for hearings this week on ne- manager, Jack Nikon, Majori- tuirn
!dance will be "baubles, ban- In Cuba, Negroes provided a history.
gotiations for the Cassius Clay. ty stockholder in Delaware Adgles and beads, chemise, flap- , majority of the army in the
for whites and $450 for NeThe public is invited.
per dresses and the Charles- llong struggle against Spain.
Sonny Liston champion- vertising; and NiXisn's brother, groes.
ton."
ship fight last month.
Slavery was abolished in
Prizes will be offered for Portuguese Africa in 1878 and
Chairman Philip A. Hart, D.
the "best dressed."
lin Brazil in 1888.
Mich., of the antitrust and
eak At Florida nionopoly subcommittee, announced that in addition to
1
Lassman, Liston's partners in
a promotional operation and
TO BE
Florida School PTA w a s
a nattorney for the Ismisville
addressed by state president,
OPEN-MINDED
group backing Clay also would
Mrs. Maxine Draper, during a
be called. ,
luncheon meeting last MonThe subcommittee is looking
Discover the excitement
day. Presiding was Mrs. Callie
Terrell. Also making brief re- into reports that before the
• in fashion's most
marks were Mrs. Ophelia fight, the Liston group negotirevealing style —
Spearman, Florida PTA pres- ated a contract to control
Rollaway Bowling Lane Otters Recreation for the
ident and Mrs. Callie L. Clay's next bout.
the O-P-E-N shoes,
entire family and the young at heart. Exciting
The three-day senate hearStevens, school principal.
Memphis
has.
finest
and
enjoyable!
Bowl
at the
ings will open today at 8:3e
cool and calculated
a.m. EST, Neither Liston nor
to flatter.
Clay will be called. Hart said
l• 32 Alleys
•FREE Bawling Clinic
Saturdays 900 A.M.
last week the subcommittee did
• AMF Fully Automatic
for Groups of 30 or mom
nnot believe their personal testiPinspotters
Free Transportation
The Ushers of the General. mony would add anything.
Coll 9481548
. • Subway Ball Return.
Association will present Mrs. Hart listed seven witnesses,
Maude Scott in a musical in including Lassman•and Gordon
Bowl Where You
- FEATURING AMF
B. Davidson, attorney for Clay's
the Owen college.
Bowling Supplies And
See The
Charlie Walton is president Louisville backers.
Equipment For The
AMP
of the UGA, and Rev. Calvin Scheduled to testify are GarEntire family.
"Magic Triangle'
Mims moderator.
land D. Cherry of Chester, Pa,,

Miss Alice Johnson--Former
LeMoyne College Queen-Sets
April 12 To Wed Roy L Davis
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'KAUFMAN
'S
SHOE STORES
Airway Lamar Park Plaza Center
3919 Park Ave.
Shopping Center
323-2616
2250 Lamar Ave.
458-4203
Laurelwood Shopping
•
Shopping Center
406 S. Grove Park Rd.
685-5571

METRO
BUILDERS &
FINANCIERS
We Finance Your Dream Home
and Build lo Please Your Fancy

ES'.0!

Going
A ss
Out
MUST G
of
Gigantic Sale
of Sales
Bargains you've never
dreamed of
CASH or CREDIT
Entire Stock Must
GO

McLEMORE

licensed - Bonded
187 So. Wellington St.

523-1506-7

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
1207-9 E. hicLomore Av•.
WN 11-0172

Black or Bruit ii
$32.95

k or Bross n
$29.95

War

eda?taeArived
Open Monday and Thursday Until 9 P.M.

Freeman Shoe Shop
main at monroe
Finest selection of Freeman

and Edwin Clopp Shoes in the South

Your care account invited
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THING ? I DON'T THINK HIS PARENTS HAVE
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Troop Carrier Commands Stand
Ready With 'Flying Boxcars'
By M. L. REID

NO NEXT YEAR
I Ancient Parker High School
A familiar cry of optimism, of Birmingham, Alabama broke
wait until next year, often is a six-year jinx held over out-,
heard when losing teams are siders by Tennessee titlists by (
deprived of a chance to win downing Pearl, 66-61 in the ' •
cities at the end of the season semi-finals, In the title game,
The aforementioned console- Parker, the first Alabama team
tion phrase seldom if ever to win this 20-year-old prescauses the opponent to buckle tige event, defeated Virginia's
in the knees, but for the losers Richmond Armstrong 81-79 be- ,
it keeps the long wait between fore a near-capacity crowd at
campaigns from being such a Kean's Little Garden last Satfightmare.
urday night.
Next year in basketball prob- Pearl, also defending champs
ably will mean an extended in the Nationals, had to settle
calendar year for the Lester for fourth place after dropping
Lions. The 1963-64 Prep League the consolation game, 61-60 to
Champs will face a rebuilding Beech of Savannah, Georgia.
period with this year's exodus Pearl dumped Eudore, Arkanvia graduation of Richard sas 73-68 in its opener. Parker
Jones, Charles Paulk, Bennie advanced with a 75-48 lacing
Price, Charles Humphreys and of Bluffton, South Carolina,
John Miller.
The Virginia entrant was just
All were starters at some about pooped when it faced
time during the past season. Birmingham Parker in the fiAll but Humphreys were reg- nals.
ular frontliners. The group The Richmond crew had two
ended their cage careers for bitter dogfights before edging
Lester with a victory over Mel- Lanier of Jackson, Miss., 83rose in the Jesie Mahan Char- 77, in opening round and marity game last Sunday at the ring the undefeated record of
Municipal Auditorium.
Georgia's Beech High, 50-48,
Lester breezed through the in the semi-finals. The Sayan
district and regional tourna- nab team's 19-0 mark reprements, however, the going got sented the unblemished record
a little too tough in the state in the tourney.
LeMOYNE'S FAST-STEPPING DRILL TEAM
cage scramble and the Lions' SPRING SPORTS BLOOM
Turner and Mertie Mae Greer. Third row, left to right:
tate championship express was Despite weather inconsistent LeMoyne's all-girl drill team, trained by Miss Lavetta
railed in the semi-finals with the coming of spring the Glover, standing, right, turned in sonie excellent performPatricia A. Wortham, Hazel! Glover, DeFrances Freeman,
en little-known Chattanooga Prep League is 'in the midst of ances during the basketball season. Front: Lora Ann
Herman Jean Hayes and Patricia Sinclair. Back row, left
Riverside pulled their coupling. its track and baseball pro- Greene, the leader. Second row, left to right: Joyce Ann
to right: Yvonne Payne. Patricia Townsel, Lois Deberry
That 59-58 loss kept Lester grams. In nippy weather fast
and Astra C. Roach.
Walton, Mary Ella Dougherty, Neatly Williams, Alice Jean
from meeting the tourney's de- times have been recorded in
fending champions in the fi- the hurdles, 100 yard dash, and
nals. Nashville's Pearl, beaten the mile run. In a show of powearly in the season by Lester; er Washington and Melrose
went on to nail down it 13th romped over the rest of the
state crown.
field in triangular meets on
The Pearl quintet that rep- the Melrose oval. It was the
resented Tennessee in the Na- Golden Wildcats and Manassas KNOXVILLE, — The Ap-i the role of nonviolence in con- fed of the Student Nonviolent The Velvet social club will
Committee, and
tional High School Tourna- that chased Washington down palachian Volunteers Work-Inection with their voluntary Coordinating
feature the "very latest" at
ment last week at Tennessee the wire last year. This season shop at the Highlander Center efforts in the Appalachian re- it is hoped that their work its fashion show set for 7 p.m.
.will lay the basis for an alliA8zI State was far less superior Melrose are pinning their represented a marked depar- gion.
I "The People of the Cumber- ance of white Southerners at LeMoyne Gardens audithan some that had preceded hopes on a veteran squad to
ture from workshops for civilllands," a film made by Elia with the civil rights move- torium, 830 Williams St., on
it. It still took this year's NaEaster Sunday. Music will be
tional victors to eliminate Pearl overcome the Warriors, the de- rights leaders recently con- IKazen and narrated by Erskine ment.
ducted in Greenville, Miss Caldwell, was shown and clis- Discussing the role of the supplied by Al Jackson and
from championship contention. fending Regional champs.
Selma, Ala.; Americus, Ga.;(cussed. This film, recently pre- student volunteers, Sam Shirah, his orchestra.
and Haywood County, Tenn.Isented to the Tennessee His. the project chairman, said,"The( The narrator will be Miss
The participahts from collegesI torical Association, portrayed people of the Kentucky moon-,Eunice Carruthers.
in Georgia, Alabama, North :the early dayS of the Highland- tam n community expect us to.
become a part of their com-,by Highlander were for the
ITTA BENA, Miss.—Coach!starts spring practice March Carolina, and Tennessee dis- er Folk School.
cussed the problems of Ap-I
, Douglas T. Porter, athletic di- I 16.
Among the leaders of the munity, not to come in as col- Mississippi Council of Federat; rector a n d head football I Coach Porter is faced with palachia and planned programs Appalachia workshop, directed lege students concerned with ed Organizations, Alabama and
coach, represented Mississippi the tremendous task of find- to help alleviate the region Shy Myles Horton of the High- our own theories and ideas.1 Southwest Georgia Student
Vocational college at the NA- ing replacement for three- poverty. They discussed Presi-'
(lander Center, were Lewis We are dealing with peoples', Nonviolent Coordinating Comin Kansas City, Mo. He fourth of his starting backs. dent Johnson's War on Poverty!Sinclair and Michael Wolfe of livelihoods, with even their mittee staff, rural ministers on
.
In addition, he will need help and made their own plans forI the Tennessee Valley Authothe Role of the Church in Civil
at the end and tackle spots helping in the Southern moun- t rity, Steve Geller of the Corn- lives."
Rights, and Haywood County,
for it is in these areas that taisripse.cific
(Recent
Workshops
conducted
Tennessee
sharecroppersI mittee for Miners, and Anne
graduation will leave big shoes
plans were develop- Braden of the Southern Conto be filled.
ed by white college student ference Educational Fund.
Denson, Buford and Bell volunteers for a youth center] This workshop marks High.
will be lost from the backfield and for helping with the or- . nder Center's
first effort to
and Saunders, Bell and Nich- ganization of the unemployed.'11a
help white college students asols are among the departing Proposals were made for worklineup. All of these men were shops to explain the procedure(sist white communities in
A sparse crowd estimated at
solving their problems. The
important
i
cogs in the 1969 of getting governmental and
Just a few hundred watched
participants in the workshop
team,
which
posted
a
6-3
seastate
aid.
the Lester Lions race to a son and will be sorely
were members of a special promissed.
The
participants
discussed
,
_
the
77-42 cage victory over
I
Melrose Golden Wildcats last
Sunday afternoon in a benefit
• Bowling
for the Jessie Mahan Day
32 An n oy.,
Care Center. It was the fourth
AMF Ful ly Automatic
SPECIAL RATES FOR
Lester
for
outings
Ponsporters
win in five
Cars Or
Subway
Bull Returns
PROFESSIONAL
OWNERS
&
WORKERS
HOME
over Melrose.
Used Cars
• FREE Bowling Clonic
Richard Jones, playing up
SAVE UP TO 35%
Saturdays 900 A.M.
to his capabilities in all de$69.00
iar Groups of 30 or more
Deductible Collision & Comprehensive
partments, led Lester with 31
TO
SUM
Frio, Transportation
FINANCING
- "The
516.07
Fire Insurance on Furniture, $5000 for
points. The 6-7 inch star was
Call 940.8548
Champions
YOUR PURSE
$25.52
Fir. Insurance on Dwelling, $10,000 for
chosen the game's "Most Val• Feoturong
Bowl
—
uable Player" and was awardHospital Insurance, $15.00 per day with 5300.00
AMF Bowling Supplies
At
&
Equipment
for
the
Rollaway"
a trophy for his efforts.
S 5.40
Surgery benefits, per month .(Age to 80)
Entire Family
Jones ripped off 18 tallies
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
In the first half. Hitting in
NIGHT
DAY
OR
VISITS
HOME
double figures to aid the LesCA ,
ter cause were Charles Paulk
••
Rood
635 Mississippi Ave,
L
526-2381
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
Phone
S.V
with 14, John Miller 13, and
dEALERS
and Bennie Price with 11.
Bobbie Smith led Melrose's
THIRD & GAYOSO
PLAY
futile attempt to overcome its
Underwriters lee th• Contin•ntat Casualty Co.
JA 6-8871
*MaPic I
taller rivals with 14 points, all
DAILY
scored in the first half. Melrose was forced to shoot from
the outside and simply could
not match baskets with the
who
sharpshooters
Lester
were bombaring the hoops
from all angles.
The players, coaches and
referees received tokens of
appreciation from the Jessie
Mahan Center. Making the
presentations was Dean Elhers
of Memphis State who had
just flown in from the NCAA
finals in Kansas City.

•

Fashion Show Set
For Easter Sunday

Coach Porter Attends NA1A

Skimpy Crowd
Sees Lions Beat
Golden Wildcats

AUTO LIABILITY

19uY Your
11964
From Us

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

•

ADKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

reporter for the Commercial
Appeal, is a member of Use
If the whistle were to blow
on World War III, members of Information Office.
Col. Ousley and Capt. Ward
the 619th and 620th Troop
went through a long check of
Carrier Commands at the the
aircraft before they releasMemphis Metropolitan Airport
ed the brakes on the plane
would be ready to go at a and
taxied to the runway.
moment's notite.
CIVILIAN JOBB
To keep in shape, the members of the reserve unit here A veteran pilot, the colonel
spend several Sundays out of attributes his never having lost
a plane to the preflight check.
a month at the base, keeping
But he wears a parachute,
in shape.
just in case.
Persons who like to drive
The
out to the airport and watch ogenics commander is a cryengineer with the
the aircraft take off and land,
AVCO Corp. and works with
have seen the "flying box- liquid
fuel for rockets at the
cars" take off on short and
George Marshall Space center
long missions, and then re- at
Huntsville,
Ala.
turn.
Capt. Ward, who was reLast Sunday, I went out to cently
promoted to that rethe base for a short hop, which serve rank,
is program coorditook about a half hour.
At the controls of the plane nator at Douglass High school
were Col. A. T. Ousley, com- and does broadcasting in his
mander of the base, and Capt. spare time. He also plays in
Daniel Ward. Riding in back a band.
With the lone civilian were
Capt. Watkins, who with
Capt. Thomas Watkins, who Capt. Ward has
done publicity
is in the statistical section at
for the outfit, is an insurance
the base. and Sgt. Clifford
Sturdivant, a air reserve salesman and has made the
Million Dollar club in a record
technician.
length of time with Union
MINUTE MEN
"We are in a never-ending Protective Life Insurance comschool," Col. Ousley said, "and pany,
we remain combat ready at all
times. If the whistle were to
blow, we would be ready to Recess At LeMoyne
go in less than 24 hours."
It's spring recess for LeMemphians of all colors and Moyne College students. The
shades are serving in the Air
Reserve unit at the airport, holiday period began Thursand some have military spe- day of this week and continues
cialties which match their through April 1. Classes will recivilian jobs. John Means, a sume April 2.

A-1
USED CARS
HULL

FEOBBS

1960 FALCON, 4 Dr., See—,
R.H., Autom., W.W.T
1951 FORD Cony., H.T., Fully Equip.,
R.H., Autom., Beau., Red & White
1959 FORD Ctry. Squire,
Fully Equipped
1958 CHEV., 4 Dr., LH., 6 Cyl:
Autom. Transm.

Straight Trans., RH.
1960 FORD, 2 Dr., R.H..
Straight Trans.
1959 PONT., 4 Dr., Sedan.
Fully Equipped
1956 FORD Wagon, 9 Pass.
R.H., Autom.
962 FAIRLANE (500) 40r.,'
Sedan, V-8, PH., Autom.
•

$ 895
795
995
995
495
$ 495
595
$ 695
$ 395
$1295
$

$

$

$

$

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY

THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN NITES

OPEN

THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

CHEVROLET SHOWROOM
527-4471
367 UNGON

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL. US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

FREE LICENSE
WITH YOUR PURCHASE OF ANY CAR
Admiring glances compliment the judgment and
responsibility of the wearer of these shoes. And
they're Ankle-Fashioned to keep you tireless . and
preserve the character of the original good looks.
style

SPECIAL OFFER SALESMEN
For

2982 Shadow Brown Calf
Also is Black.
()Mire Styles from $19.95

CALL
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

Ph. FA 7-6033

when you

selling Stacy's at B.J.R. for over 25 yrs.

'WE KILL TO LIVE'

lb.Z. EVERS

proper fitting and counseling

buy Stacy Adams Shoes, see Leo who has been

Scott L. Smith
Sterling P. Cook
This offer is handle only by the above named salesmen
367 UNION • JA 7-4471

iage 12

DEFENDER

MATITRDAY, MARCH

Calls For
End Of
DICKSON, Tenn. — The top
Negro appointee in the State
Government of Tennessee has
called for the end of "Uncle
Tomism" in a new America
"reflected in the social and
civic upheavals of today,"
Willard Bowden, first member of his race on the State
Pardons and Paroles Board,
and its secretary, made the
plea in an address delivered
here before an overflow homecoming audience at Hampton
high school. Bowden, and the
man who named him to the
high state office, Gov. Frank
G. Clement, are natives of
Dickson.
Terming the current social
change in this country "a revolution," Bowden said it will
long be remembered because
of Negro leaders like Martin
Luther King, and Negro organizations like the National
.Association for the Advancement of Colored People and
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
• "They are not to be stopped," he cautioned "as they
n/ove ever forward in their
battle for freedom, justice and
equal rights. They understand
the Negro and his desires. The
paramount purpose of these
men and these organizations is
to end discrimination in all
its forms."

28, 111414

Three Cs Club
Entertained By
Miss Lila Smith•

Boy Scout Explorers
Elect Council Cabinet

Representatives of all Boy William Lamar, assistant ad- The Three Cs Social c,ut)
Scout of America Explorer visor. Post 102; John Kerr, was entertained by Miss Lila
Posts of the North, Central neighborhood commissioner for Smith, who flew here from
the North Division, and Wen- Oak Ridge, where she is emand South divisions were in- dell Fant
and Norval Powell, ployed, to participate in the
vited to Metropolitan Baptist division executives.
meeting. She selected Cornish
church to organize a Council Activity will begin in April Hen for her club members.
all
for
Explorer
Posts
in
the
ibinet.
Mrs. Dorothy Bowen who
divisions and includes a week lives in Alabama attended.
The Council Explorer Cabiend at the Air Force Reserve Prizes were won by Mrs. Matnet, made up of high-school- Training Center at Metropolitie Hunt, Mrs. Sara Washingage boys, will serve as a tan airport and where train- ton
and Mrs. LaVerne Sesley.
nucleus for expanding the prb- ing, tours, possible flights and Among guests attending were
gram to other boys of similar future planning will take place. Mr. and Mrs. Owens Tuggle,
Post and advisors expected Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence James.
ages.
to roarticipate are Metropolitan
41ected to serve in the Cabi- Baptist church, Post IO2, Both couples received guest
prizes.
net were L. C. Griffis, chair- Michael .Romby; Mount Pisgah
High
school,
Post
185,
Bruce
man, a senior at Carver High
Your Lunch, B. C.?
school and member of Oak White; Magnolia Baptist, Post
195,
Jimmie
POINT OF THE MOUN
Wooden;
Shelby
Grove Baptist Church Post
168; Chris Seay, vice chair- County Training school, Post TAIN, Utah — (UPI) — Uta
State Prison guards Were
man, student at Douglas High 128 Vernon H. Baron.
And Hills Chapel Baptist, called into action when an offschool and Hills Chapel Church
Post 135; Charles Thomas, sec- Post, 135, John H. Gerr; duty Salt Lake policeman reretary, Post 135; and Maurice Shadowlawn school, Post 158, ported seeing a man throw a
Hays, a Carver High school Eddie Cross; Barret's Chapel, package over the fence onto
junior and member of Post 168. Post 170, F. F. Fields; Oak prison property.
Other explorers participat- Grove Baptist Post 168, Law- Suspecting contraband the
officer called the guards..
ing were Julian Jefferies and
rence Prize; and Walker
Wendell Brown, Post 102,
After a hasty search the
Metropolitan Baptist church; Memorial Christian church, brown paper bag was found —
Post
198,
Herbert
Lester.
Curtis Roberts and Charles
full of garbage.
Langley, Post 135, Hills Chapel
Baptist church, and Archie
McNeal, Post 168, Oak Grove
Baptist church.
START IN APRIL
501 South 8th Street
RE 59249
Adults present for the meeting were James Stokes, commissioner, Central division;
West Memphis, Ark.
Lawrence Price and Wiley
Bratcher, advisors, Post 168;

MILLER'S NEC NAC

NATIVE SON SPEAKS
Dickson, Tenn. — Willard Bowden (left), secretary of the
Tennessee State Pardons and Paroles Board, was principal
speaker here recently at the annual countywide homecoming celebration held at Hampton High School. Local

leaders included Mrs. Beatrice Pendergrass, Thomas Nesbitt, Mrs. Betty Ruth Edmonson, and Larry Pendergrass,
principal. Bowden's a Dickson native.
-

59 LeMoyne Seniors Do Practice Teaching

Classified Ads...

) third. (Mrs. Martna House).
Manassas, English,
Fifty-nine of LeMoyne Col- English, (Mrs. F. Johnson).
ISABELLA HUNT, Kansas,
(Miss G. Green)
lege's 121 seniors are doingIROBERT, WHITE, Hamilton,
second, (Miss Julia Scott).
MARY THOMPSON,
student teaching this semester social studies,
Apts.
JULIA M. IVY, Walker,
Manassas, English,
Kelly
and
C.
(Mrs.
public
i
schools.
city's
in the
second,
(Miss S. A. Finnie).
FOR SALE HOUSEHOLD GOODS I—
5 ACRES FOR SALE
Thirty-five did their practice Mrs. T. Green).
(Mrs. Gertrude Scruggs).
LOUIS HOLMES, Manassas,
6 ROOM HOUSE
Frigidare rrrrrirrigator good condit3108 N. Germantown Rand north of
FOR RENT
LAWRENCE HARRIS,
teaching last semester.
Modern Sofa and chair with 6 room 2 bats house, or duplex. Same
ROBERT NELSON, Walker,
algebra,
Highway 84 nr. Sliendal• ean be ion
covers,
Baby
mattress.
and
crib
as
848 POPULAR
Hamilton, social studies,
new. G. I. aPpraleed. 2530 Colbert.
Shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. (Home
fifth, (Miss Faye Davis).
(Miss Shady Parker)
DORIS WOODS, Hyde Park,
Studio conch — Like new with covers,
Two Bedrooms, Lis.ing Room, Gibba. Jr.
(Mrs. Q. Yarbrough).
MAW* door Metal cabinet.
451-1310
ALVENIA PERKINS,
JOSEPH JOHNSON,
second, (Mrs. Louise Vann)
Dining
Room,
Bath&
Kitchen.
JOHNSON,
Hamilton,
EDDIE
Shannon, second,
Manassas, chemistry,
RUTH YOUNG, Walker, first
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
— HOUSES FOR RENT
APARTMENT
SINGER with ZIG-ZAGERS
I history,.(R. M. Hawkins).
(Mrs. Ada Hill).
.,(A. Turner).
(Mrs. Rosa Holley).
FOR SALE
Heat and Water Furnished.
"IN CABINET" "Like New"
Hamilton,
WALKER,
'BRUCE
ANGELA PRYOR, Hyde Park, Must have reference. Apply
'MARJORIE TERRY,
647-53 South Wellington St.
HIGH SCHOOL
SINGER
SEWING
Zig-Zager, Monograms, make
algegra,
third,
Manassas, biology,
Apartment 19,
Joe Branch.
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
MACHINE - AUTOMATIC
Assigned on the secondary (Mrs. Dorothy Evans).
Button Holes and Fancy
(Mrs. Loretta Crutcher)
(C. Stokes).
$32.00 per month
Like new, Zig.Zaa, Monolevel are:
Stitches. Balance due $46.89
LOIS BATTLE, Hamilton,
SHIRLEY SCOTT, Carnes,
BERNICE TUCKER,
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
grams, makes Button Holes,
WILLIE MAE CROSS, Carver, English, (Mrs. C. Hobson).
Can BE 24115
Pay 16.30 a month. For FREE
fifth, (Mrs. Rose N. Iles).
Manassas, algebra,
MAO weekly. Utilities included.
Sews on Buttons without atsocial studies,
HOME TRIAL Coll 274.4450,
OTHER TEACHERS
MARX L. TAYLOR, Melrose, Working w0,01, or seen, 547 Don,
(Mrs. Coleman).
tachment. Sold New for over
(Robert Waller).
JAcksen 6-0176
WILLIE NORFLEET,
fourth, (Miss Gladys Dean).
MAXINE CRIVERS, Porter,
HOUSE FOR RENT
$300.00. Bol, now due only
ROY LOGAN, Carver,
Hamilton, English,
MARGARET THORNTON,
algebra,
$89.86. Pay $8.26 a month.
710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
social studies,
(Miss C. Sweet).
Carnes, fifth,
(Mrs. Bertha Trotter)
PIANO
FOR
SALE
Liberal Trode.ln on old mach(Mrs. Ruth McDavid).
$50.00 a month, apply 728
KATHRYN WILKINS,
(Mrs. Warliese Horne).
ANDRA HILL, Porter, civics,
ine.
For Free Home Trial
Small Spinet Style Piano
JEANETTE MORRIS, Carver,
Hamilton. English,
ROSALIND WHITE,
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside
TON CHEVY STEP-IN VAN. ALI,
' (M. Reeves).
New Conditioned
Call 276-4450
ALUMINUM
BODY
DUO
BACK
English. (Mrs. Nora Jones).
(Miss M. Flowers).
Kansas, second,
MARVENIA LOGAN, Porter,
11- HEELS, CAPACITY $2.000 Lb..
ALLEN E. WALKER, Carver, ,SAMMIE J. WILLIAMSON,
NOTICE OF SALE
x:xceuent
condition.
Strid
(Miss Doris Hudson).
Ca II
Terms $149.00
science, (W. Hawkins).
WHEREAS ON JUNE 2, 1963. F. T.
273-3972
social studies,
Lincoln,
English,
'
LeMoyne students currently AT PORTER
Hawkins,
1836
Phone 523-1831
Bedford. Memphis,
HOUSE FOR SALE
Tennessee
(Mrs. R. B. Pearson).
contracted
Willie
Atomise.
(Mrs. M. E. Robertson).
doing practice teaching in the SARAH CALDWELL. Porter,
19 E. Dornpst•r
914 Florida St., to do the following:
CATO HOWARD, Carver,
VALRIE HOLLOWELL,
elementary schools to which English, (Mrs. L. Gilliam).
repair one model 21 inch television set,
rooms - 3 rooms FHA
make Emerson 1466.
biology,
Manassas, English,
50.150 lots
they are assigned and their MARIAN CHAPMAN,
Now therefore, default having been
ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
$3,000 for each hous•
(D. Wright and S. Goodloe). I (Miss L. P. Fitz).
supervisory teachers (the lat- Porter, English,
mattress and spring one dresser, made by the owner for the repair
Near
Cor
limit-Coll
day or night
2 chest of drawers, ono washing nia. charge in the amount of $29.58 and
JEAN LEWIS, Douglass,
1MATTALYN McKINNEY,
ter appear in parentheses) are: (Mrs. O. Myers).
946-5052
chili.. One dinette net. one sewing whereas Notice has been given to the
mail-line. CALL BR 62370. 2133 owner. Hawkins, aa required by the
LOUVENIA CLAYTON,
MARION BAILEY, Walker,
NIDE HOME eon incur
Tennessee Statute and w
Notice
Piedmont at.
TAROS! ROOMS • HALF BATH.
1/11.
1
1 .
1
Porter. English,
first, (Mrs. Lillie Kirklon).
of this sale shall be published in a
retired or settled couple. Near populocal newspaper for two WINkl from,
BURNLEY Upholstery Shop
PATRICIA BANKS, Riverview, (Mrs. I. Greenlee).
lar bee Ilea. Stove FOREBODED.
the date of this notice.
ntt 2-3237
"FURNITURE REPAIRING"
Two
WURLITZER A sale by public auction will be had
manual
VIRGINIA FLOWERS,
fourth.
OPPORTUNIT'
EXCELLENT
HAVE
44 Restyling, Refinishingts
on
tine
television
model
on
the
fourth
CHURCH ORGANS and BenPorter, English,
(Mrs. Sammie Bradford).
for qualified, interested person who
Monday in April. 1964, at twelve hun*Custom Built Furniture •
ches. Perfect condition.
dred (12001 noon, for the highest desires to make 550 to 11100 Per week
DOLLY ANN BERRY, Walker, (Mrs. E. Simon).
4 FREE ESTIMATES •
bidder at 914 Florida St., Memphis, during spare time. Ns age lindt. For
coil 323.8455
first, (Miss Georgie Banks). DEBORAH KING, Porter,
further information call 942-5839 MonCP,ck Up and Dallv•ry I
Tennessee.
day thru Friday 0 to 5 P.m
English,
CALL 946-6344
ROZELLE BLANCHARD,
1484 Mississippi Blvd.
(Mrs. Yvonne Exum).
Klondike, sixth,
JAMES CHRISTOPHER,
(Miss Earline Walsh).
LOAN OFFICE
B. T. Washington, biology,
CLARA T. BOWMAN,
(H. Alexander).
Kansas, fifth,
162-164-166 BEALE $T:
WILLIE HARRIS,
(Mrs. Lottye Spencer).
GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN MAII
.1ubs. 535.055 wk. Fare advanced
Washington, biology,
DOROTHY BRADFORD,
Mallory Agency
(Mrs. G. Dentham).
Walker, third,
Lynbrook. N. Y.
DORIS PORTERFIELD,
.(Mrs. Carla Walker).
saleswomen
Salesmen
and
Washington, English,
JUANITA BRIDGES,
OLD COINS
wanted to sell retail advertis(Mrs. W. Sueing).
Roverview, second,
ing in the Memphis market. I will buy any type. Top prices
ELEANOR ADDISON,
(Mrs. Rosa Sias).
for Indian Head Coins.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
Washington, English,
MILDRED COBURN, Walker,
Mr. Boone Nevin,
per cent contract commission
second,
(Mrs. J. Brinkley).
193 Lorece Lone,
on the dollar.
ERMA MOORE, Corry.
(Miss Vearnealure
MU 3-3928 JA 8-6535
English, (Mrs. Singletary).
Patterson).
THE TR14ITATE DEFENDER
EDITH CRAWFORD,
THOMAS SAULSBERRY,
236 South Wellington Street
Cummings, fourth,
Corry, geography,
Memphis, Tenn.
REFINED CLUB
(Mrs. Lucille Scott).
(Mrs. Maria Ward).
Why
be lonely. Correspond
LOIS
JEAN
CROON,
WELL, IT'S LIKE THIS
with
ladies
and gentlemen
Florida, third,
everywhere.
Muhammad All, the newest title given to the world's
Outside appliance salesmen to handle
(Mrs. Julia Woodward).
Sample
the
beet
list 75t 1 year $2.00
oppllnnce Including General
heavyweight champion, appears unconcerned about rumor
Electric. Call Roy Adams, 275-1155,
GLENNETH CROSS, LaRose,
Griffin's Corresponding Club
that he may lose his boxing title, as he chats with Chico,
1128 Union Avenue.
Solve
second,
Problems
Your
2195.
10th St.
a midget, on steps of 4he Theresa Hotel in New York City.
WANTED
(Mrs. Esther Whitney).
Birmingham 5, Ala.
MAN WITH ('AR OR STATION
With a Small, Low Cost
Emile Bruneau, chairman of the World Boxing AssociaWAGON
BARBARA DeMIRE,
MUST BE A 1311-0ErTER
lion, said he expects Clay's title to he revoked for "acts
Shannon, first.
Real Estate Loan
Ts deriver and sell rapers weekly
detrimental to boxing." Clay started out as Cassius Clay,
Bale,? plus commisirion
(Mrs. Helen Miller).
New TrI•State
todi-Gard Man's greatest propublishing Company
but before it was all over he had changed his name to
236 South Wellington Stotet
60 Flat Monthly Payments
MORE SENIORS
tection
against attacks by
Cassius X, now Muhammad All. — (UPI Telephoto)
MARTIE GREER, Florida.
Muggers,
Salesmen and Saleswomen Wonted
Robbers, _ Rapist,
Approx.

For Rent

For Sale Misc.

For Sale Misc.

Houses For Sale

Autos For Sale

For Sale Misc.

Help Wanteci

EPSTEIN

- MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO .SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
I
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

NEED MONEY?

CALLING

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Special Services

WANTED

ALL

NEWSBOYS

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to vour door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME.

3'k:tiler's name

Address.
Phone number

Number of papers wanted weekly.

Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

Cosh You

Mo.

Get-.

Poymente

S 500.00
$1,000.00

S 12.90
$ 23.70

$1,500.00
$2,000.00

S 34.50
S 45.50

52,500.00

S 56.20

$5,000.00

$110.82

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Make extra money introducing the new
Patty Pres.. Quickly Kul*, hemburgerc croquettes, hamburger steak,.
Phone 275-0435
RESOLVE TO work for good government in '64. Elect George Orider to
Congress
Write Elect Odder Com•
mitts, 226 Hickman Bldg.. Memphis.

Vicious Animals., (etc.)
1 Unit $3.00

P. J. Griffin, Salesman,
319 S. 10th Street
Birmingham 5, Ala.

THAN'S

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

LOAN UFFICE.

Call or Come In Today.

•BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St,

MONEY LOANEp
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 IL 178 SIAL STRUT IA 64300

TELL IT TO THE WORLD WITH

